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Today's Events
All Saints Day Tolling of the College Bell
Opening Reception for Gilbert (Trey) Parker Exhibition
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Roman Catholic Mass-- All Saints Day
Wofford Chamber - All Organizations must Attend
Relay for Life Info Meeting
"Longleaf in the Long Run: Restoring the South's Richest Forest"
NBA Game of the Week
Reagan and Gorbachev: A Friendship that Ended the Cold War
Upcoming Events
Opening Reception for Teresa Prater Exhibition
Duke Divinity School
Greek Life Focus Group
Wofford's Got Talent
Announcements
IM Soccer Signup Deadline Today @ Noon
Next Week: Career Services Workshops
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
 
 
Today's Events
All Saints Day Tolling of the College Bell
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal in front of Main
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Community is invited to gather on the College Seal in front of Old
Main for our annual All Saints Remembrance Today, Nov. 1 at 11 a.m. It is a tradition of the
college to toll the bell when new students arrive, when they graduate, and at the end of their
college to toll the bell when new students arrive, when they graduate, and at the end of their
life. Faculty, staff and friends of the college are included in the latter tolling which is held on
All Saints Day. Chaplain Robinson will be joined by members of Campus Union,
Panhellenic Council, Inter-fraternity Council, independent students, faculty and staff as we
read the names and toll the bell. The gathering is a brief, but meaningful tradition uniting the
Wofford community through the years.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: Bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Opening Reception for Gilbert (Trey) Parker Exhibition
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Martha Cloud Chapman Gallery, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. William O. Whetsell has established a fund in memory of his brother, Dan
Whetsell, to enable a Wofford student to study some aspect of the visual arts, with the
summer’s study leading to an exhibition on the campus during the next school year. The
2012 Whetsell Fellow, Gilbert (Trey) Parker, spent the summer working with Spartanburg
artist Teresa Prater developing his drawing skills in charcoal. The subject matter generally
derives from scenes and vignettes from the Wofford College campus. See the results of a
summer’s work, meet the artist over refreshments.
Contact: Dean Coburn
Email: coburnoh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4300
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @11:30 a.m., Insanity @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30, Ab-
Lab @6:00, Cardio Kickbox @6:30, Boot Camp @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Roman Catholic Mass-- All Saints Day
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: All Saints Day, Nov. 1, is a day on the liturgical calendar when Catholics are
obligated to attend mass. Father Ted Kalaw will celebrate mass for the Wofford community
in Mickel Chapel at 5:30 p.m. today. All are invited.
Contact: Nick Lowe
Email: lowenr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4182
Wofford Chamber - All Organizations must Attend
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 6:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Chamber is the meeting place for all of Wofford's many organizations
to come together and collaborate on projects, concerns, issues, etc. Please make sure
someone from your organization is present to hear this information. All are welcome to
attend.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Relay for Life Info Meeting
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Want to be a part of Relay for Life? Join us tonight for the Relay for Life captain's
meeting! Bring addresses for our letter writing campaign to kick off our fundraising for this
awesome event. Hope to see you there!
Contact: James Detter
Email: detterjr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-692-9846
"Longleaf in the Long Run: Restoring the South's Richest Forest"
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Rhett Johnson, founder and president emeritus of The Longleaf Alliance will be on
campus to speak about his organization's dedication to the conservation and restoration of
the longleaf pine ecosystems. This is the first annual event sponsored by the Tyson Family
Lecture on Restoring & Preserving Southern Ecosystems and hosted by the Environmental
Studies Department. A reception is planned for 6 p.m. in Olin 201 before the lecture.
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
NBA Game of the Week
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come watch the "Battle of New York", when Carmelo Anthony's Knicks faces
Deron Williams & Jay-Z's Brooklyn Nets. 
Contact: Brandon Gordon
Email: gordonba@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4061
Reagan and Gorbachev: A Friendship that Ended the Cold War
Date/Time: 11/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Michael Reagan, the son of President Ronald Reagan, will speak at 7 p.m. TODAY
in Leonard Auditorium on “Reagan and Gorbachev: The Unlikely Friendship that Ended the
Cold War.”
Contact: William E. DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
 
Upcoming Events
 
Opening Reception for Teresa Prater Exhibition
Date/Time: 11/2/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Sandor Teszler Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Teresa Prater is the Charles A. Dana Professor of Studio Art at Converse College
where she teaches classes in painting, drawing, design, and book arts. She received her BFA
from the University of Tennessee in Knoxville and her MA and MFA in painting and
drawing from the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Working in a variety of
media, including digital photography, artist books and encaustic painting, Prof. Prater
primarily uses the figure and supporting symbolic images to create narrative environments.
Her artwork has been shown in twenty-five one-person exhibitions and over 100 exhibitions
nationally and in Mexico and Switzerland. Several of her drawings have won top awards in
juried competitions. Professor Prater was one of six visual artists selected by the city of
Spartanburg to participate in the Cultural Exchange Program in Winterthur, Switzerland,
where she exhibited her charcoal drawings and participated in a one-week residency. She
has been a fellow at the artists’ residencies Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, the
Camnitzer Studio in Italy, and The Hambidge Center in Georgia. During the summer of
2012 she served as the mentor for Wofford’s Whetsell Fellow Trey Parker and this
exhibition of recent charcoal drawings will show concurrently with that of her pupil in the
Chapman Gallery.
Contact: Dean Coburn
Email: coburnoh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4300
Duke Divinity School 
Date/Time: 11/5/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Main 07
Cost: Free
Details: A representative of Duke Divinity School will be in the Campus Ministry Center
Monday afternoon, Nov. 5. Lunch will be provided in Main 07 from 12-1 p.m.
Appointments will be available immediately following lunch. You must RSVP for lunch no
later than Friday, Nov. 2, at 4 p.m. To RSVP and/or schedule an appointment contact Abbey
Bedenbaugh in the Campus Ministry Center.
Bedenbaugh in the Campus Ministry Center.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Greek Life Focus Group
Date/Time: 11/5/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Student Affairs Conference Room, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Office of Greek Life is hosting a focus group for any and all interested students
to discuss the fraternity and sorority experience at Wofford. We are seeking feedback and
student opinion as we continue to re-shape what that experience can and should look like on
this campus. No RSVP or advance notice is required to attend. 
Contact: Brian Joyce
Email: joycesb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Got Talent is a chance for students to showcase their talent in front of
their peers and win up to $300 in cash! Musicians, poets, dancers, and any other type of
talent is welcome as either single or group performers! Come out and support your friends
from 7 - 9 p.m.! The Deadline to sign up is November 5th! Sign up at:
https://docs.google.com/a/email.wofford.edu/spreadsheet/viewform?
formkey=dC0tLUNEcm5rTy1FS0lsSVhuRHBwWlE6MQ
Contact: Hattie Weber
Email: webberht@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 214-729-3292
 
Announcements
IM Soccer Signup Deadline Today @ Noon
Details: Today at Noon is the deadline for signing up for Soccer. Email Coach Traylor to
enter a team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Next Week: Career Services Workshops
Details: What do you need to do, right now, to prepare for your professional life after
Wofford? Come to a Career Services Workshop and find out. In just one hour, you'll get the
information you need to set a course for a successful career or graduate school search.
Workshops will be held for each class (first-years through seniors) at 4 p.m. on Nov. 5-8.
Workshops will be held for each class (first-years through seniors) at 4 p.m. on Nov. 5-8.
Learn more and register to attend at wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
Details: All Wofford College Organization leaders, Allocation Applications for the
upcoming spring semester are due Friday, Nov. 9 by 5 p.m. Please visit the financial affairs
committee website under Campus Union, download the application, and email the
completed copy to the Treasurer, Shri Selvakumar by Nov. 9 at 5 p.m. A member of your
organization must also sign up for an interview time, please ask them to contact the
Treasurer to sign up for an interview slot.
Contact: Shri Selvakumar
Email: selvakumars@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-226-8273
 
Lost and Found
Lost: Lost on Tuesday of this week a pair of black Rayban Wayfarers attached to black
palmetto tree croakies.
Contact: Timothy Oxley
Email: oxleytr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-608-4459
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campussafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 02, 2012
Date: November 2, 2012 at 8:45 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 02,
2012
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Today's Fitness Schedule
Upcoming Events
5K for Karl
Greek Life Focus Group
Want to Study Abroad?
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Announcements
Flu Clinic Dates
Duke Divinity School
Next Week: Career Services Workshops
Reminder to All Student Organizations
 
 
Today's Events
Medical Plan Meeting for Faculty/Staff
Date/Time: 11/2/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: An employee meeting will be conducted by Barbie Jefferson from 3-3:30 p.m.
today. The purpose is to update employees about Wofford's medical plan, effective Nov. 1,
2012 -October 31, 2013. We strongly encourage all participants to attend this meeting.
Contact: Carole Lister
Email: listercb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4230
Opening Reception for Teresa Prater Exhibition
Opening Reception for Teresa Prater Exhibition
Date/Time: 11/2/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Sandor Teszler Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Teresa Prater is the Charles A. Dana Professor of Studio Art at Converse College
where she teaches classes in painting, drawing, design, and book arts. She received her BFA
from the University of Tennessee in Knoxville and her MA and MFA in painting and
drawing from the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Working in a variety of media
, including digital photography, artist books and encaustic painting, Prof. Prater primarily
uses the figure and supporting symbolic images to create narrative environments. Her
artwork has been shown in twenty-five one-person exhibitions and over 100 exhibitions
nationally and in Mexico and Switzerland. Several of her drawings have won top awards in
juried competitions. Professor Prater was one of six visual artists selected by the city of
Spartanburg to participate in the Cultural Exchange Program in Winterthur, Switzerland,
where she exhibited her charcoal drawings and participated in a one-week residency. She
has been a fellow at the artists' residencies Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, the
Camnitzer Studio in Italy, and The Hambidge Center in Georgia. During the summer of
2012 she served as the mentor for Wofford’s Whetsell Fellow Trey Parker and this
exhibition of recent charcoal drawings will show concurrently with that of her pupil in the
Chapman Gallery. 
Contact: Dean Coburn
Email: coburnoh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4300
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/2/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Insanity @5:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
 
Upcoming Events
5K for Karl
Date/Time: 11/3/2012 9:30:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: $25
Details: ?5K race/walk to fund scholarship in memory of Karl Edward Alexander will be
held tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. Registration is $25. 100% proceeds go to the scholarship. Karl
would have been a senior this year, let's have a huge turnout at the race to show our joint
support for his family. Visit link below to register today! http://5KforKarl.Wofford.edu. 
Contact: Dave Pittman
Email: pittmandw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4644
Greek Life Focus Group
Date/Time: 11/5/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Student Affairs Conference Room, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Office of Greek Life is hosting a focus group for any and all interested students
to discuss the fraternity and sorority experience at Wofford. We are seeking feedback and
student opinion as we continue to re-shape what that experience can and should look like on
this campus. No RSVP or advance notice is required to attend. 
Contact: Brian Joyce
Email: joycesb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
Want to Study Abroad?
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: N/A
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities
through their programs. For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. We will have door prizes (including a
Kindle Paperwhite), bookstore discounts, and food, so be sure to come by!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4490
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us opening night! The show will run Nov. 8-10 followed by
performances Nov. 14 - 17. All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to be a hit, so
reserve your tickets today!!
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
 
Announcements
Flu Clinic Dates
Details: The Wofford Wellness Center will be offering Flu shots on the following dates:
TUESDAYS: Nov.6, and Nov.13 TIME: 8:15 a.m. till 12 noon COST FOR STUDENTS:
$15(cash or check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES NOT ENROLLED IN THE
WELLNESS PROGRAM: $15 (cash or check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES
ENROLLED IN THE WELLNESS PROGRAM: $10 (cash or check ONLY)
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Duke Divinity School
Details: A representative of Duke Divinity School will be in the Campus Ministry Center
Monday afternoon, Nov. 5. Lunch will be provided in Main 07 from 12-1 p.m.
Appointments will be available immediately following lunch. You must RSVP for lunch no
later than TODAY, November 2nd at 4pm. To RSVP and/or schedule an appointment contact
Abbey Bedenbaugh in the Campus Ministry Center.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Next Week: Career Services Workshops
Details: What do you need to do, right now, to prepare for your professional life after
Wofford? Come to a Career Services Workshop and find out. In just one hour, you'll get the
information you need to set a course for a successful career or graduate school search.
Workshops will be held for each class (first-years through seniors) at 4 p.m. on November 5-
8. Learn more and register to attend at wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Reminder to All Student Organizations
Details: All student organizations are reminded not to hang any banners, signs or flyers on
the windows of the dining room or on the front glass of the Burwell Building that blocks the
view from the dining room. Any documents hung in these places will be placed in the
recycling bin. Several years ago, the College spent $50,000 removing a solid wall and
installing glass to improve the dining room. Thank you for helping us keep it an attractive
place. 
Contact: Roberta Bigger
Email: biggerrh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4044
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
From: Corbin, Laura H. CorbinLH@wofford.edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH COMMITTEE CHAIR: First steps in presidential search
Date: November 2, 2012 at 10:33 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
TO:                 The Wofford College Community
 
FROM:           R. Michael James ‘73
                        Chair, Presidential Search Committee
 
RE:                  First Steps in the Presidential Search – The Pre-Search Study
 
DATE:            November 2, 2012
 
The work of the Presidential Search Committee is well underway.  I am writing to offer more
detail regarding first steps of the search process and to encourage your participation beginning
later this month.  Senior Vice President David Beacham has been working with our search
consultant, Tom Courtice from AGB Search, to arrange a complete pre-search interview schedule
with all campus constituencies. We have identified Monday and Tuesday, November 12-13, as a
time when we hope most of you can be available to meet and talk with Tom, and participate in this
critical pre-search study.  Tom brings nearly a decade of search experience to his work with
Wofford, and nearly 40 years of immersion in independent higher education including three
private college presidencies.  His most recent presidential assignment was at Ohio Wesleyan
University.
 
His conversations with you and the pre-search study have three primary purposes:
 
To ensure that Tom will be well-informed about Wofford College, thereby performing his
consultative role with full understanding;
To give all constituencies an opportunity to register their views about Wofford’s future
needs and priorities;
To enable Tom and the Search Committee to produce a Presidential Search Profile that
outlines the key opportunities and challenges facing our next president and a related set of
presidential attributes and talents that he/she will present to us.
 
David will be compiling and announcing the comprehensive interview schedule for November 12
and 13.  We ask that you respond with your participation and your best thinking about Wofford’s
future when you are contacted.  If you have any questions at this early stage, please let me know
(rmichaeljames@gmail.com), or you may also contact David with questions at any time
(beachamdm@wofford.edu).
 
Thank you for your interest and your support as we move forward with the search for Wofford’s
eleventh president.
 
Transmitted by:
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
From: Corbin, Laura H. CorbinLH@wofford.edu
Subject: SPECIAL NOTICE: November Wofford Wellness Newsletter
Date: November 2, 2012 at 2:03 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
The attached document is the November Wofford Wellness Newsletter from the Wellness Center.
 
It provides valuable information about events on campus and health-related topics.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Cell: 864-809-8963
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
wofford.edu
Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
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Wofford Wellness  
November Ed
ition 
Personal Safety Week  Personal Safety Seminar Nov 6, 11am, 
McMillan Theater, Sgt. Johnson Spartan-
burg Public Safety 
 — Provided by Campus Safety 
 
Aikido Lesson — Nov 6 and Nov 8  
5-5:45 pm, Dance Studio 
 
 
Fitness Myths: 
 
Many believe that if you 
don't break a sweat you’re 
not working hard enough—
WRONG! Sweating is the 
bodies cooling mechanism. 
 
It is possible to burn a consid-
erable amount of calories 
without breaking a sweat; 
try taking a walk or some 
light weight training. 
 
Turkey Day 8K —Spartanburg 
Nov. 22 Registration 7am 
FLU CLINIC INFO 
 The Wofford Wellness Center will be offering Flu Shots 
on: 
 
TUESDAYS: Nov 6 and Nov. 13 
 
TIME: 8:15 A.M. until 12 Noon 
 
*No Appointment Necessary* 
 
COST for Students: $15  
 
COST for Employees: $15 (not enrolled in wellness pro-
gram); $10 (enrolled in wellness program)  
 
*Cash or Check ONLY* 
  
 
Impact. 
Insight. 
Innovation. WellToday
GreatAmericanSmokeout
2012

TheAmericanCancerSocietyis
markingthe37thGreatAmerͲ
icanSmokeoutonThursday,
November15byencouraging
smokerstousethedateto
makeaplantoquit,ortoplan
inadvanceandquitsmoking
thatday.Bydoingso,smokers
willbetakinganimportant
steptowardsahealthierlife–
onethatcanleadtoreducing
cancerrisk.

Tobaccouseremainsthesingle
largestpreventablecauseof
diseaseandprematuredeathin
theUS,yetmorethan45
millionAmericanssƟllsmoke
cigareƩes.However,morethan
halfofthesesmokershave
aƩemptedtoquitforatleast
onedayinthepastyear.Asof
2010,therewerealso13.2
millioncigarsmokersintheUS,
and2.2millionwhosmoke
tobaccoinpipes.

Quiƫngsmokingisnoteasy,
butitcanbedone.Tohavethe
bestchanceofquiƫng
successfully,youneedtoknow
whatyou'reupagainst,what
youropƟonsare,andwhereto
goforhelp.TheAmerican
CancerSocietycantellyou
aboutthestepsyoucantaketo
quitsmokingandprovidethe
resourcesandsupportthatcan
increaseyourchancesof
quiƫngsuccessfully.Tolearn
abouttheavailabletools,call
theAmericanCancerSocietyat
1Ͳ800Ͳ227Ͳ2345orvisitthemat
hƩp://www.cancer.org/Healthy/
StayAwayfromTobacco.


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LungCancerAwareness
this issue 
P.1: Lung Cancer Awareness  
P.2: Lung Cancer Symptoms  
P.3: Breathe Easier: Learn About Asthma  
 P.4: Recipe Corner and Sweet Potato Success 
NovemberisoĸciallyLungCancerAwarenessMonth.
ItoriginallystartedasLungCancerAwarenessDayin
1995.Asthelungcancercommunityandthelung
cancermovementgrew,theawarenessacƟviƟes
increasedandgrewintoLungCancerAwareness
Month.

Lungcanceristheleadingcauseofcancerdeathand
thesecondmostdiagnosedcancerinbothmenand
womenintheUnitedStates.In2008(themost
recentyearnumbersareavailable):

x 208,493peopleintheUnitedStateswere
diagnosedwithlungcancer,including111,886
menand96,607women.
x 158,592peopleintheUnitedStatesdiedfrom
lungcancer,including88,541menand70,051
women.
AŌerincreasingfordecades,lungcancerincidence
andmortalityratesamongmenandwomenare
decreasing,parallelingdecreasesincigareƩe
smoking.

CigareƩesmokingisthenumberoneriskfactorfor
lungcancer.IntheUnitedStates,cigareƩesmoking
causesabout90%oflungcancers.Peoplewhosmoke
are15to30Ɵmesmorelikelytogetlungcanceror
diefromlungcancerthanpeoplewhodonotsmoke.
EvensmokingafewcigareƩesadayorsmoking
occasionallyincreasestheriskoflungcancer.The
moreyearsapersonsmokesandthemorecigareƩes
smokedeachday,themoretheriskgoesup.People
whoquitsmokinghavealowerriskoflungcancer
thaniftheyhadconƟnuedtosmoke,buttheirriskis
higherthantheriskforpeoplewhoneversmoked.




 
Severalexposuresinthehomeorworkplacemay
alsohelpcauselungcancer.Radonisanaturally
occurringgasthatcomesfromrocksanddirtand
cangettrappedinhousesandbuildings.Itcannot
beseen,tasted,orsmelled.AccordingtotheU.S.
EnvironmentalProtecƟonAgency(EPA),radon
causesabout20,000casesoflungcancereach
year,makingitthesecondleadingcauseoflung
cancer.Nearlyoneoutofevery15homesinthe
U.S.isesƟmatedtohavehighradonlevels.

Examplesofsubstancesfoundatsomeworkplaces
thatincreaseriskincludeasbestos,arsenic,diesel
exhaust,andsomeformsofsilicaandchromium.
Formanyofthesesubstances,theriskofgeƫng
lungcancerisevenhigherforthosewhoalso
smoke.

Riskoflungcancermaybehigherifaperson's
parents,siblings(brothersorsisters),orchildren
havehadlungcancer.Thisincreasedriskcould
comefromoneormorethings.Theymayshare
behaviors,likesmoking.Theymayliveinthesame
placewheretherearecarcinogenssuchasradon.
Theymayhaveinheritedincreasedriskintheir
genes.

ScienƟstsarestudyingmanydiīerentfoodsand
dietarysupplementstoseewhethertheyincrease
theriskofgeƫnglungcancer.Thereismuchwe
sƟllneedtoknow.

www.cdc.gov
  
 
 
Diīerentpeoplehavediīerentsymptomsfor
lungcancer.Somepeoplehavesymptoms
relatedtothelungs.Somepeoplewhoselung
cancerhasspreadtootherpartsofthebody
(metastasized)havesymptomsspecifictothat
partofthebody.Somepeoplehavegeneral
symptomsofnotfeelingwell.Mostpeoplewith
lungcancerdon'thaveanysymptomsunƟlthe
cancerisadvanced.Thisisbecausetherearefew
specializednerves(painreceptors)inthelungs.
Whenlungcancersymptomsdooccur,theyvary
dependingonthetypeoflungcancerandthe
locaƟonandsizeofthetumor.Remindyour
doctorofyourmedicalandsocialhistoryateach
physicalexaminaƟontoassistinapromptand
accuratediagnosis.

Lungcancersymptomsmayinclude:

Localdisease(Restrictedtotheareawhere
thecancerstartedwithnosignithasspread)
x Coughing(mostcommon,50%ofcases)
x Bloodinsputum
x Shortnessofbreath
xWheezing
x Paininthechest
x FaƟgue
x Pneumonia(repeatedbouts)



Locallyadvanceddisease(Cancerhasspreadfrom
whereitstartedtonearbyƟssueorlymphnodes)
x Swollenorenlargedlymphnodesinsidethe
chestintheareabetweenhelungs
xHoarseness
xDiĸcultyorpaininswallowing
xHighpitchedsoundswhilebreathing
x Excessfluidintheliningofthelung
x Excessfluidintheliningoftheheart

Ifthecancerhasspreadtoother,moredistant
partsofthebody,thesymptomsarerelatedto
thatpartofthebody.Forexample,inthebrain
symptomsmayinclude:
xHeadaches
x Seizures
xWeakness
x Confusion

IfcancerspreadstotheLiver,cancermayhavethe
followingsymptoms:
x Stomachpain(rightside)
x Yellowingoftheskinandeyes(jaundice)
x FaƟgue
xWeightloss
xNausea

Itisimportanttonotethatthesesymptomshave
manyothercauses,andbythemselvesdonot
necessarilyneedtocauseconcern.Asalways,
speakwithyourphysicianaboutanyhealth
concernsyoumayhave.

LungCancerSymptoms

 
Toconfirmthatapersonhaslungcancer,thedoctormustexaminefluidorƟssuefromthelung.This
isdonethroughabiopsyͲͲtheremovalofasmallsampleoffluidorƟssueforexaminaƟonunderamicroscopebya
pathologist.Abiopsycanshowwhetherapersonhascancer.Anumberofproceduresmaybeusedtoobtainthis
Ɵssue.
.
x BronchoscopyͲͲThedoctorputsabronchoscopeͲͲathin,lightedtubeͲͲintothemouthornoseanddownthroughthe
windpipetolookintothebreathingpassages.Throughthistube,thedoctorcancollectcellsorsmallsamplesofƟssue.
x NeedleAspiraƟonͲͲThedoctornumbsthechestareaandinsertsathinneedleintothetumortoremoveasampleof
Ɵssue.
x ThoracentesisͲͲUsinganeedle,thedoctorremovesasampleofthefluidthatsurroundsthelungstocheckforcancer
cells.
x ThoracotomyͲͲSurgerytoopenthechestissomeƟmesneededtodiagnoselungcancer.Thisprocedureisamajor
operaƟonperformedinahospital.
This Month’s Q&A:  Ask the Expert 
Q:Howdoesadoctorconfirmsomeonehaslungcancer?
DeͲStressatYourDesk:
OĸceYoga

CowFaceArmshasmany
benefits.Don’tbeputoīby
thefunnysoundingnameof
thispose.Thisupperbody
stretchreleasestensionin
theneckandshoulders,as
wellasopensƟghtchest
musclesfacilitaƟngdeeper
breathingandlessstress.

StepͲbyͲStepInstrucƟons:

1) Sitslightlyforwardon
yourchairwithfeetflat
onfloor.Contractyourab
muscles,rollshoulders
backanddown,andliŌ
chestup.















2) Asyouinhale,reachyour
rightarmstraightupand
asyouexhale,bendthe
elbowandplacehandat
upperbackbetweenthe
shoulderblades.

3) Asyouinhaleagain,
reachyourleŌarmoutto
thesideofyourbodyand
asyouexhale,bendthe
elbowandbringhand
aroundtheback(palm
facingaway).

4) Claspthefingersonboth
handstogether.Graba
toweltojoinhandsif
fingerscan’ttouch.

5) Breathedeeplyintothe
spaceyouarecreaƟng
for3Ͳ5breaths.Onan
exhale,releaseboth
handsandarmsdown.
Repeatontheotherside,
switchinghandposiƟons.
  
 
Breathe a Little Easier 
Learn More About Asthma 
EXERCISE TIP 
AcƟviƟesthatinvolveshort,
intermiƩentperiodsofexerƟonsuch
asvolleyball,gymnasƟcs,baseball
andwrestlingaregenerallywell
toleratedbypeoplewithsymptoms
ofasthma.

AcƟviƟesthatinvolvelongperiodsof
exerƟon,suchassoccer,distance
running,basketball,andfieldhockͲ
ey,maybelesswelltolerated.Also
lesswelltoleratedarecoldweather
sportssuchasicehockey,crossͲ
countryskiing,andiceͲskaƟng.HowͲ
ever,manypeoplewithasthmaare
abletofullyparƟcipateintheseacͲ
ƟviƟes.

Swimming,whichisastrong
endurancesport,isgenerallywell
toleratedbymanypeoplewithasthͲ
mabecauseitisusuallyperͲ
formedinawarm,moistairenviͲ
ronment.ItisalsoanexcellentacƟviͲ
tyformaintainingphysicalfitness.

OtherbeneficialacƟviƟesforpeople
withasthmaincludebothoutdoor
andindoorbiking,aerobics,walking,
orrunningonatreadmill.



Upcoming Events 
3November—Raleigh,NC
FilthyFunMudRunͲ3.5miles
10November—Greensboro,NC
FreetoBreatheGreensboro5K
17November—CharloƩeNC
ThunderRoadMarathon
22November—Cary,NC
ThanksgivingDayTurkeyTrot8K
 
 
 
 
 
WEBHEALTH   
Usethefollowingresources
tolearnmoreabout
November’stopics.
www.cdc.gov
www.lung.org
Asthmaisachronic,orlifelong,diseasethatcanbe
serious—evenlifethreatening.Thereisnocurefor
asthma.Thegoodnewsisthatitcanbemanagedso
youcanliveanormal,healthylife.Themoreyoucan
learnaboutasthma,thebeƩeryouandyourlovedones
canmanagelivingwiththisdisease,makingthemostof
everyday,andmaintainingthequalityoflifethatis
importanttoyou.Asthmaisalungdiseasethatmakesit
hardertomoveairinandoutofyourlungs.Thereare
threethingsthatyoushouldknowaboutasthma:

1.Asthmaischronic.Inotherwords,longͲterm.
2.Itcanbeserious–evenlifethreatening.
3.Thereisnocureforasthma,butitcanbemanaged
soyouliveanormal,healthylife.

Whenyoubreathe,airpassesthroughyournoseand
downyourthroatintoyourlungs.Insideyourlungsare
branchingtubescalledairways.Withasthma,theairͲ
waysareoŌenswollenandred(orinflamed).This
makesthemextrasensiƟvetothingsthatyouare
exposedtointheenvironmenteverydayorasthma
“triggers”.Atriggercouldbeacold,theweather,or
thingsintheenvironment,suchasdust,chemicals,
smokeandpetdander.

Whensomeonewithasthmabreathesinatrigger,the
insidesoftheairwaysmakeextramucusandswelleven
more.Thisnarrowsthespacefortheairtomoveinand
outofthelungs.Themusclesthatwraparoundyour
airwayscanalsoƟghten,makingbreathingevenharder.
Whenthathappens,it’scalledanasthmaflareͲup,asthͲ
maepisode,orasthma“aƩack”.

These“aƩacks”canbemanagedbyavoidingtriggers,
takingsuppressivemedicines,takingnoƟceoflung
funcƟononaregularbasisandalwayshavingaccessto
emergencytreatmentincaseofanaƩack.

Asthmacanstartatanyage.SomeƟmes,peoplehave
asthmawhentheyareveryyoungandastheirlungs
develop,thesymptomsgoaway.Thereisapossibility
thatitwillcomebacklaterinlife.SomeƟmes,people
getasthmaforthefirstƟmewhentheyareolder.


Theexactcauseofasthmaisnotknown.Asthma
tendstoruninfamilies,butenvironmentalfactors
mayalsoplayakeyrole.ScienƟstsconƟnueto
explorewhatcausesasthma,butwedoknowthat
thefollowingfactorsplayanimportantroleinthe
developmentofasthma:

xGeneƟcs.Asthmatendstorunsinfamilies.
GeneƟcsplaysanimportantroleincausing
asthma.Ifyourmomordadhaveasthma,then
youaremorelikelytohaveasthmatoo.
x Allergies.Somepeoplearemorelikelyto
developallergiesthanothers,especiallyifyour
momordadhadallergies.Certainallergiesare
linkedtopeoplewhogetasthma.
x RespiratoryInfecƟons.Asthelungsdevelopin
infancyandearlychildhood,certainrespiratory
infecƟonshavebeenshowntocause
inflammaƟonanddamagethelungƟssue.The
damagethatiscausedininfancyorearlychildͲ
hoodcanimpactlungfuncƟonlongͲterm.
x Environment.Contactwithallergens,certain
irritants,orviralinfecƟonsasaninfantorin
earlychildhoodwhentheimmunesystemin
developinghavebeenlinkedtodeveloping
asthma.IrritantsandairpolluƟonmayalso
playasignificantroleinadultͲonsetasthma.

Thegoodnewsisthatasthmacanbesuccessfully
treated.Peoplewithasthmacananddolive
normal,acƟve,producƟvelives.It’simportantto
findahealthcareprovidertohelpyoumanage
yourdisease.

Poorasthmamanagementcanleadtoairway
remodeling.Airwayremodelingisaserious
condiƟonthathappenswhenasthmaisuntreated
orpoorlymanaged.Thelungsbecomescarred,
asthmamedicinesdonotworkaswell,andlessair
isabletomovethroughtheairways.Butairway
remodelingdoesnothavetohappen.SƟcktoan
asthmaacƟonplan.Takecontrolofyourasthma!


www.lung.org

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
Sweet Potato Casserole  
ThisscrumpƟoussweetpotatocasserolegetsfabulousflavorfrom
honeyandfreshlygratedorangezestratherthanthetradiƟonal
sƟckofbuƩer.Tocompletethehealthymakeover,sprinklea
crunchypecanstreuselspikedwithorangejuiceconcentrateover
thetop.Youcansavethemarshmallowsfors'mores.Viewmore
Thanksgivingrecipesatwww.eaƟngwell.com.

Ingredients 
SweetPotatoCasserole 
x 21/2poundssweetpotatoes,(3medium),peeledandcut
into2Ͳinchchunks
x 2largeeggs
x 1tablespooncanolaoil
x 1tablespoonhoney
x 1/2cuplowͲfatmilk
x 2teaspoonsfreshlygratedorangezest
x 1teaspoonvanillaextract
x 1/2teaspoonsalt

Topping
x 1/2cupwholeͲwheatflour
x 1/3cuppackedbrownsugar
x 4teaspoonsfrozenorangejuiceconcentrate
x 1tablespooncanolaoil
x 1tablespoonbuƩer,melted
x 1/2cupchoppedpecans
 
Directions
1.Placesweetpotatoesinalargesaucepanandcoverwithwater.Bringtoaboil.Coverandcook
overmediumheatunƟltender,10to15minutes.Drainwellandreturntothepan.Mashwith
apotatomasher.Measureout3cups.(Reserveanyextraforanotheruse.)
2.Preheatovento350°F.Coatan8ͲinchͲsquare(orsimilar2Ͳquart)bakingdishwithcooking
spray.
3.Whiskeggs,oilandhoneyinamediumbowl.Addmashedsweetpotatoandmixwell.SƟrin
milk,orangezest,vanilla,andsalt.Spreadthemixtureinthepreparedbakingdish.
4.Topreparetopping:Mixflour,brownsugar,orangejuiceconcentrate,oil,andbuƩerinasmall
bowl.BlendwithaforkoryourfingerƟpsunƟlcrumbly.SƟrinpecans.Sprinkleoverthe
casserole.
5.BakethecasseroleunƟlheatedthroughandthetopislightlybrowned,35to45minutes.
KYLIE ADAMS THOMAS, MS earned a Masters Degree in Exercise Physiology and is a National 
Academy of Sports Medicine Certified Personal Trainer and Fitness Nutrition Specialist.  She has worked as 
a wellness coordinator, personal trainer, and currently works as a Corporate Wellness Specialist for Benefit 
Controls where she helps create strategic wellness plans for corporate clients across the southeast.   
Recipe Corner 
SweetPotatoSuccess
Notonlyaresweetpotatoes
readilyavailable,inexpensive,and
delicious,therearemanyother
reasonstolovetheseyummyvegͲ
etables.Hereareafew:

HighinvitaminB6.
VitaminB6helpsreducethechemͲ
icalhomocysteineinourbodies.
Homocysteinehasbeenlinkedwith
inflammatoryanddegeneraƟve
diseases,includingheartaƩacks.

GoodsourceofvitaminC.
WhilemostpeopleaƩributegood
immunefuncƟontovitaminC,few
peopleareawarethatthiscrucial
vitaminplaysanimportantrolein
boneandtoothformaƟon,
digesƟon,andbloodcellformaƟon.
Ithelpsacceleratewoundhealing,
producescollagenwhichhelps
maintainskin’syouthfulelasƟcity,
andisessenƟaltohelpinguscope
withstress.Itevenappearstohelp
protectourbodyagainsttoxins
thatmaybelinkedtocancer.
 
SweetsourceofIron.
Mostpeopleareawarethatwe
needthemineralirontohave
adequateenergy,butironplays
otherimportantrolesinourbody,
includingredandwhitebloodcell
producƟon,resistancetostress,
properimmunefuncƟoning,and
themetabolizingofprotein,among
otherthings.

Theybalancebloodsugar.
Sweetpotatoesarenaturallysweet
ͲtasƟng,buttheirnaturalsugars
areslowlyreleasedintothebloodͲ
stream,helpingtoensurea
balancedandregularsourceof
energy,withoutthebloodsugar
spikeslinkedtofaƟgueandweight
gain.
www.care2.com 

 
NutriƟonInformaƟon
Servingsperrecipe:
10servings,1/2cupeach

AmountPerServing
Calories: 242
TotalFat: 10g
SaturatedFat: 2g
Protein: 5g
TotalCarbs: 36g
DietaryFiber: 4g
Sodium: 170mg

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Today's Events
Greek Life Focus Group
Freshman Career Services Workshop
Today's Fitness Schedule
Upcoming Events
Want to Study Abroad?
Sophomore Career Services Workshop
Reception for Photographers GR Davis and Roxanna Martin
Greek Leadership Series: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design,
Project and Manage Your Organization's Brand
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Wofford's Got Talent
Announcements
Flu Clinic Dates
Self-Defense Classes Offered this Week
Wofford Safety Week Activities and Programs
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week
 
 
Today's Events
Greek Life Focus Group
Date/Time: 11/5/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Student Affairs Conference Room, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Office of Greek Life is hosting a focus group for any and all interested students
to discuss the fraternity and sorority experience at Wofford. We are seeking feedback and
student opinion as we continue to re-shape what that experience can and should look like on
this campus. No RSVP or advance notice is required to attend. 
this campus. No RSVP or advance notice is required to attend. 
Contact: Brian Joyce
Email: joycesb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
Freshman Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/5/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Freshman. Some of the
topics they will be covering include assessing your interests to determine a major, how to
get involved in clubs or activities to help find a career path, and also to introduce you to the
Career Services programs and services. Come and join us to start preparing for your future!
Register at www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/5/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Buns &
Thighs @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
 
Upcoming Events
Want to Study Abroad?
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities
through their programs. For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. We will have door prizes (including a
Kindle Paperwhite), bookstore discounts, and food, so be sure to come by!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4490
Sophomore Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Sophomores. Some of the
topics they will be covering include how to target career-specific interests, insure you're
choosing a major that matches your interests, how to use programs such as The Sophomore
Experience, and working with the Career Services staff to pursue an internship Come and
join us to better prepare for your future! Register at
www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Reception for Photographers GR Davis and Roxanna Martin
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Two Exhibitions of Photographs will conclude Friday: Fifty photographs from
Professor GR Davis's Sojourn in Africa (Zimbabwe, Botswana, and Kenya) and two dozen
large images from Roxanna's Farm by Roxanna Martin. Come meet the photographers,
appreciate their pictures in Milliken Science Hall, and enjoy refreshments from The
Farmer's Table.
Contact: GR Davis
Email: davisgr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4621
Greek Leadership Series: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design,
Project and Manage Your Organization's Brand
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design, Project and Manage
Your Organization's Brand is part of the newly established Greek Leadership Series
sponsored by the Office of Greek Life. This event in the series is presented by Scott
Cochran, Dean of Wofford's Mungo Center for Professional Excellence. Prior to joining
Wofford in 2008, Scott served as a vice president for UPS Capital and was responsible for
Marketing and Technology, as well as UPS Capital’s credit card business. During his 20-
year career in business he developed a track record of solid performance in finance,
marketing, sales, and international operations. His responsibilities included offices in
Europe and Asia as well as the US, which lends practical experience to his global
perspective. Scott is a 1988 graduate of Wofford and holds an MBA from Duke University’s
Fuqua School of Business. 
Contact: Brian Joyce
Email: joycesb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us opening night! The show will run Nov. 8-10 followed by
performances Nov. 14 - 17. All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to be a hit, so
reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4080
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Got Talent is a chance for students to showcase their talent in front of
their peers and win up to $300 in cash! Musicians, poets, dancers, and any other type of
talent is welcome as either single or group performers! Come out and support your friends
from 7 – 9 p.m. The Deadline to sign up is Nov. 5! Sign up at:
https://docs.google.com/a/email.wofford.edu/spreadsheet/viewform?
formkey=dC0tLUNEcm5rTy1FS0lsSVhuRHBwWlE6MQ
Contact: Hattie Weber
Email: webberht@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 214-729-3292
 
Announcements
Flu Clinic Dates
Details: The Wofford Wellness Center will be offering Flu shots on the following dates:
TUESDAYS: Nov.6, and Nov.13 TIME: 8:15 a.m. till 12 noon COST FOR STUDENTS:
$15 (cash or check ONLY); COST FOR EMPLOYEES NOT ENROLLED IN THE
WELLNESS PROGRAM: $15 (cash or check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES
ENROLLED IN THE WELLNESS PROGRAM: $10 (cash or check ONLY)
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Self-Defense Classes Offered this Week
Details: As part of Campus Safety Week, we are offering Self-Defense Classes, featuring
the art of Aikido, this week on Tuesday and Thursday @5:00 p.m., in the Richardson Dance
Studio. Freshmen will be permitted to count attendance as a Cultural Arts credit for "FYI".
Studio. Freshmen will be permitted to count attendance as a Cultural Arts credit for "FYI".
These classes could prove to be a lifesaving experience! Classes will be taught by our own
Dr. Jim Neighbors, and Dr. Jeremy Henkel. Don't miss this opportunity! 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Wofford Safety Week Activities and Programs
Details: Campus Safety and the office of Intramurals and Recreation are hosting a week of
safety programs and activities. These include: Nov. 6: A Campus and Community Safety
Awareness presentation conducted by SGT Johnson of the City of Spartanburg at 11 a.m. in
McMillan Theater; Self-defense instruction at 5-5:45 p.m. in Richardson dance studio; Nov.
7: A lighting walk starting at 8:30 p.m. in front of Roger Milliken Science Center that is
open to all students and employees concerned about lighting conditions on campus; Nov. 8:
Self-defense instruction in the Richardson dance studio from 5:00-5:45 p.m. Come out and
join us for Wofford's first Safety Week activities! 
Contact: Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4351
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
Details: Dear Organization Leaders and Advisors, Applications for upcoming spring
semester allocations are due by Friday, Nov. 9 at 5 p.m. Applications can be found on the
Financial Affairs Committee webpage under the Campus Union Website. Please email the
completed application to the Treasurer at selvakumars@email.wofford.edu. A member of
your organization must also be present for an interview. Interviews will be held Nov. 14 and
15 from 6-8 p.m. in the student affairs conference room. Please contact the Treasurer to sign
up for a 5 minute interview time slot. 
Contact: Shri Selvakumar
Email: selvakumars@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-226-8273
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week
Details: Each year, one week before Thanksgiving, National Coalition for the Homeless and
the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness co-sponsor National
Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week. This year, Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
Week is November 12-18 so join the IFYC team in various events to bring greater
awareness to our community, and also to help promote the national endeavor to end hunger
and homelessness. 
Contact: Anam Virani 
Email: WoffordIFYC@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-205-3419
 
Lost and Found
Lost: A 2-tone gold/white/gold wedding band has been lost, possibly in or near the
Richardson Fitness Center. Help! If found please call Kevin Vogel, 864-764-0884, or email
kvogel@carolinas.vcom.edu. Thank you!
Contact: Janella Lane
Email: lanejm@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Found: Campus Safety has a phone that was found in the Shipp parking lot. Please come
and describe and claim your phone. Campus Safety also has several pieces of jewelry that
were found in Milliken on Monday and a black bracelet that was found last Friday. Come
and claim your belongings.
Contact: Catherine Kozlowski
Email: kozlowskica@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4352
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 06, 2012
Date: November 6, 2012 at 8:42 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 06,
2012
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Today's Events
Personal Safety Presentation
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free to the campus
Details: Please join Campus Safety for a personal safety presentation in McMillan Theater
today at 11 a.m. Sgt. Johnson of the city's Public Safety Department's Community Relations
division will tell students and employees how to stay safe on campus, in the community and
division will tell students and employees how to stay safe on campus, in the community and
our homes. Please come out and learn how to be aware of your surroundings so that you can
stay safe. This event is part of Personal Safety Week. 
Contact: Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4352
Sophomore Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Sophomores. Some of the
topics they will be covering include how to target career-specific interests, insure you're
choosing a major that matches your interests, how to use programs such as The Sophomore
Experience, and working with the Career Services staff to pursue an internship Come and
join us to better prepare for your future! Register at
www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Today's Fitness Schedule and Self-Defense Class
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @11:30, Aikido Self-Defense Class @5:00 [Cultural Arts
Credit], Ab-Lab @5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @6:00,Cardio Kickbox @6:30, Yoga @7:00! 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
PSA Tuesday
Date/Time: 11/6/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Presbyterian Church
Cost: Free
Details: Come and join the Presbyterian Student Association as we host the God Panel. A
warm dinner will be served! We look forward to seeing you there.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
 
Upcoming Events
Junior Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Juniors. Some of the
topics they will be covering include refining your resume, perfecting your interview skills,
using programs such as the Executive Speaker Series, and creating a career or graduate
school strategy. Register at www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Ducks Unlimited Banquet
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Pavilion 
Cost: $20 in advance, $25 at the event
Details: DU is hosting their annual event on Wednesday from 6-9 p.m. at the Pavilion.
Tickets are $20 in advance and can be bought at Burwell or from any Ducks Unlimited
member. The ticket includes all you can eat BBQ and drinks, and there will be a live auction
and drawing as well. It will be a great event and we hope to see everyone there!
Contact: Graham Chapman
Email: chapmange@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-331-8369
Greek Leadership Series: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design,
Project and Manage Your Organization's Brand
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design, Project and Manage
Your Organization's Brand is part of the newly established Greek Leadership Series
sponsored by the Office of Greek Life. This event in the series is presented by Scott
Cochran, Dean of Wofford's Mungo Center for Professional Excellence. Prior to joining
Wofford in 2008, Scott served as a vice president for UPS Capital and was responsible for
Marketing and Technology, as well as UPS Capital’s credit card business. During his 20-
year career in business he developed a track record of solid performance in finance,
marketing, sales, and international operations. His responsibilities included offices in
Europe and Asia as well as the US, which lends practical experience to his global
perspective. Scott is a 1988 graduate of Wofford and holds an MBA from Duke University’s
Fuqua School of Business. 
Contact: Brian Joyce
Email: joycesb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
History Department Lecture
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Walter LeFeber will give his talk entitled “The 2012 Election and the Ghost of
Details: Dr. Walter LeFeber will give his talk entitled “The 2012 Election and the Ghost of
the American Century.” A widely respected historian of the United States, Dr. LaFeber
earned his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin. His first book, The New Empire: An
Interpretation of American Expansion, 1860-1898, won the Turner Prize. This book was
followed by a series of acclaimed books. Among his best-known works are: America,
Russia and the Cold War, The American Age, Inevitable Revolutions: The United States in
Central America, Michael Jordan and the New Global Capitalism, and The Deadly Bet. His
1997 book, The Clash: US-Japanese Relations throughout History, won both the Bancroft
Prize in American History and the Ellis Hawley Prize from the Organization of American
Historians.
Contact: Dr. Tim Schmitz
Email: schmitztj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4551
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us opening night! The show will run Nov. 8-10 followed by
performances Nov. 14 - 17. All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to be a hit, so
reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
Transitions Semi-Formal
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Harley Room
Cost: Free
Details: Transitions will be holding its semi-formal on Friday, Nov. 16, from 8 - Midnight.
There will be free food and fun to be had by all in attendance! Hope to see you there!
Contact: Shaquana West
Email: westsb@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-5393
 
Announcements
Writing Center Closed Tuesday Night
Details: The Writing Center will have regular hours on Tuesday, November 6, from 1-4
p.m., but we will be closed from 7-10 p.m. We will reopen Wednesday at 1 p.m. and will
resume regular hours. We apologize for any inconvenience.
resume regular hours. We apologize for any inconvenience.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
Details: Dear Organization Leaders and Advisors, Applications for upcoming spring
semester allocations are due by Friday, Nov. 9 at 5 p.m. Applications can be found on the
Financial Affairs Committee webpage under the Campus Union Website. Please email the
completed application to the Treasurer at selvakumars@email.wofford.edu. A member of
your organization must also be present for an interview. Interviews will be held Nov. 14 and
15 from 6-8 p.m. in the student affairs conference room. Please contact the Treasurer to sign
up for a 5 minute interview time slot. 
Contact: Shri Selvakumar
Email: selvakumars@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-226-8273
Self-Defense classes Tonight and Thursday-Cultural Arts Credit
Details: As part of Campus Safety Week, we are offering Self-Defense Classes, featuring
the art of Aikido, tonight and Thursday @ 5 p.m. Freshmen will be permitted to count
attendance as a Cultural Arts credit for "FYI". These classes could prove to be a lifesaving
experience! Classes will be taught by our own Dr. Jim Neighbors, and Dr. Jeremy Henkel.
Don't miss this important opportunity!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship Deadline Extended
Details: Juniors who would like to apply for the prestigious summer Aspen Institute
Internship may do so until Wednesday, Nov. 21. To apply, send a cover letter detailing your
interest in and qualifications for the internship, and a resume, to Scott Cochran, Dean of The
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
http://www.wofford.edu/center/aspeninternship/ for complete details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Political Survey of Wofford Students
Details: Who will it be? That’s the one question on everybody’s mind at this point. After
months of presidential debates and over a year of hopeful nominees vying for the top spot, I
think it’s safe to say that we’re all pretty worn down at this point. But how will Wofford
vote? The Sociology department’s Social Research class set out to answer those questions.
The result: 59.7% of surveyed students said that if the election were held today they would
vote for Mitt Romney, 31.7% would elect President Obama, 6.5% supported a candidate
from another party, and the remaining 2.1% chose not to answer. So, if Wofford students
were responsible for the election Governor Romney would win with almost twice as much
support as President Obama. Interestingly, a higher percentage of women supported Romney
(61.7%) than men did (57.3%). This comes as a surprise, considering the polarity of the
(61.7%) than men did (57.3%). This comes as a surprise, considering the polarity of the
candidates on issues such as abortion and whether or not the government should require
insurance companies to cover contraception. Of our surveyed students, 84.9% reported that
they are likely to vote and 74.1% said that they were either somewhat or very interested in
politics. No matter where a person stands on the issues, it is important that each and every
one of us is informed about the issues facing our country and goes to the polls to vote our
values in every election year. Keep your eyes open for the next edition of the Old Gold &
Black for a more detailed report of the survey where you can find out what influences
students? votes. 
Contact: Ross Hill
Email: hilljr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-287-8083
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 07, 2012
Date: November 7, 2012 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November
07, 2012
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Today's Events
Junior Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Juniors. Some of the
topics they will be covering include refining your resume, perfecting your interview skills,
using programs such as the Executive Speaker Series, and creating a career or graduate
school strategy. Register at www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00,
Buns&Thighs @ 6:30,Yoga @ 7:00! 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
La mesa espanola at Zach's
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Zach's, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed/nice setting? Then join us! We will chat
with people who will tell us about their experience abroad. Stop by Zach's anytime from 5
till 5:45 p.m. Everybody is welcome! 
Contact: Iliana Villanueva
Email: villanuevaji@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Closing Reception For Photographers GR Davis and Roxanna Martin
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: A closing reception will be held in the Great Oaks Hall of the Roger Milliken
Science Center for the exhibitions of photography currently on display in that building:
“Photographs from Roxanna's Farm” and “A Sojourn in Africa: New Photographs by G.R.
Davis.” The first, in the Glass Case Galleries on the 1st and 2nd floors, is devoted to the
natural subjects photographed by Roxanna Martin on her own farm in Spartanburg County;
the second, in the rotunda area of Great Oaks Hall, includes photographs taken by G.R.
Davis during his sabbatical leave in spring of this year when he taught at Africa University
in Zimbabwe and traveled extensively in Africa. Professor Davis' photographs will remain
on view for only a few more days. Come see them and enjoy refreshments after 5 p.m.
today.
Contact: G.R. Davis
Email: davisgr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4621
Registration Help
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 5:15:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Hey First Year Students! Looking for some advice on Registration? Have questions
Details: Hey First Year Students! Looking for some advice on Registration? Have questions
about what classes to sign up for? Then, this is the event for you! We will have several
upperclassmen on hand to answer your questions and give advice! This event will also count
as a Cultural Arts Event. Hope to see you there! 
Contact: Laura Kate Gamble
Email: gamblelk@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-442-9914
Greek Leadership Series: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design,
Project and Manage Your Organization's Brand
Date/Time: 11/7/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Leadership and the Organizational Brand: How to Design, Project and Manage
Your Organization's Brand is part of the newly established Greek Leadership Series
sponsored by the Office of Greek Life. This event in the series is presented by Scott
Cochran, Dean of Wofford's Mungo Center for Professional Excellence. Prior to joining
Wofford in 2008, Scott served as a vice president for UPS Capital and was responsible for
Marketing and Technology, as well as UPS Capital's credit card business. During his 20-year
career in business he developed a track record of solid performance in finance, marketing,
sales, and international operations. His responsibilities included offices in Europe and Asia
as well as the US, which lends practical experience to his global perspective. Scott is a 1988
graduate of Wofford and holds an MBA from Duke University's Fuqua School of Business. 
Contact: Brian Joyce
Email: joycesb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4048
 
Upcoming Events
Faculty Talk
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Byron McCane, Religion "What I Found Today: Readings from an
Archaeologist's Journals" For the past 23 years Dr. McCane has kept a personal journal of
digs in Israel and Jordan. This talk will consist of selected readings from those journals. The
entries pursue three themes: 1) the sensory experiences of digging (heat, dirt, fatigue, how to
see in four dimensions, routine suddenly broken by discovery); 2) the natural world of the
Middle East, especially the desert; 3) the grinding Israeli/Palestinian conflict. 
Contact: Alan Chalmers
Email: chalmersad@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4360
Senior Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 4:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Seniors. Some of the
topics they will be covering include perfecting your resume, scheduling a mock interview to
help you ace the important career or grad school interview, networking with alumni, and
creating a career search strategy. Register at
www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Transitions Semi-Formal
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Room 113, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Transitions will be holding its semi-formal on Friday, Nov. 16, from 8 - Midnight.
There will be free food and fun to be had by all in attendance! Hope to see you there!
Contact: Shaquana West
Email: westsb@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-5393
 
Announcements
Burwell Dining Hall Closed for Dinner on Nov. 10
Details: Burwell Dining Hall will be closed for dinner on Saturday, Nov. 10, following the
Wofford v. UTC football game. Please visit Zach’s for your meal plan option. Dinner will be
available from 5-6:30 p.m.
Contact: Aramark
Email: walker-sam@aramark.com
Telephone/Extension: 4252
Win BIG in the Venture Business Plan Competition
Details: All Wofford students are invited to participate in the Venture Business Plan
Competition. Venture is Wofford's entrepreneurial group. You don't need any special
business knowledge - all you need is an idea for a for-profit, non-profit/civic engagement
organization, or a product. Students may enter as individuals or teams. DEADLINE TO
REGISTER: Sunday, Nov. 11. For details and registration:
wofford.edu/venture/businessplancompetition
Contact: Jeremy Boeh
Email: boehja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4288
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week
Details: Each year, one week before Thanksgiving, National Coalition for the Homeless and
the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness co-sponsor National
Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week. This year, Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
Week is Nov. 12-18 so join the IFYC team in various events to bring greater awareness to
our community, and also to help promote the national endeavor to end hunger and
homelessness. 
Contact: Anam Virani 
Email: woffordifyc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-205-3419
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Morris, Faith H MorrisFH@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MSG from Profs. Nuriel and Green re Rabbi Judith Schindler's Lecture
Date: November 7, 2012 at 11:24 AM
To:
Dear Colleagues:
 
Next Tuesday evening, November 13, at 7:00 pm, the college is hosting Rabbi Judith Schindler as
part of our Re:Thinking Education events.  Her talk will focus on what she calls --  “being the
other” – as to how Jews address the issue of being a minority in the South.  Her talk will prove
pertinent to all minorities.
 
As rabbi of Temple Beth El in Charlotte, Rabbi Schindler’s work goes far beyond the Jewish
community as she envisioned and created “Souls of our Students,” a documentary on diversity that
is being used in schools and businesses, and “Souls of Our Teachers,” a documentary on urban
education that advocates for support of public education.   Her newest film is entitled, "Souls of
our Neighbors: Fears and Facts On Affordable Housing."
 
Rabbi Schindler is a dynamic speaker.  Her work in the community led to her selection as
Charlotte Woman of the Year in 2011.
 
Please join us and encourage your students to do the same next Tuesday evening in Leonard
Auditorium.
 
Thanks,
Andrew Green
Patricia Nuriel 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE ABOUT PRESIDENT SEARCH
Date: November 7, 2012 at 2:26 PM
To:
To:                  Members of Wofford administration and staff
From:              David Beacham
 
The Presidential Search Committee has selected AGB Search as the search firm to assist with
Wofford’s presidential search this year, and the consultant working with us will be Dr. Tom
Courtice (http://www.agbsearch.com/consultants/thomas-b-courtice).  Tom is a highly skilled and
seasoned veteran of numerous presidential searches, and we are confident that he will be
enormously helpful to our process.  He plans to be on campus next Monday and Tuesday,
November 12-13, for what he calls the “pre-search study”.  During this visit, Tom will be meeting
individually and in group settings with as many stakeholders in this process as possible, to include
students, faculty, administration, staff, trustees, and community leaders.  Most of these sessions
will be 45 minutes to an hour in length, and Tom will be working to learn from us what we
perceive to be needed in our next president, and what we believe to be strengths and weaknesses
of Wofford College.
 
Two options for sessions with members of the administration and staff (non-faculty) have
been scheduled, and you are invited to select one to attend if possible.  The two times are
Monday, November 12, 4:00 pm-5:00 pm in Room 113 of the Michael S. Brown Village
Center, and Tuesday, November 13, 3:15 pm-4:15 pm in McMillan Theater of the Campus
Life Building.  Please check your calendar and make plans to attend one of these sessions.
 
If you have questions, please let me know.
 
David Beacham
 
David M. Beacham
Senior Vice President for Administration and
Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC  29303-3663
864/597-4206
Cell: 864/809-3248
Fax: 864/597-4018
www.wofford.edu
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"How To" Week: Presentations
Relay for Life Info Meeting/Letter Writing Campaign
 
 
Today's Events
Faculty Talk
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Byron McCane, Religion "What I Found Today: Readings from an
Archaeologist's Journals" For the past 23 years Dr. McCane has kept a personal journal of
digs in Israel and Jordan. This talk will consist of selected readings from those journals. The
entries pursue three themes: 1) the sensory experiences of digging (heat, dirt, fatigue, how to
see in four dimensions, routine suddenly broken by discovery); 2) the natural world of the
Middle East, especially the desert; 3) the grinding Israeli/Palestinian conflict. 
Contact: Alan Chalmers
Email: chalmersad@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4360
Senior Career Services Workshop
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: The Career Services staff will be holding a workshop for Seniors. Some of the
topics they will be covering include perfecting your resume, scheduling a mock interview to
help you ace the important career or grad school interview, networking with alumni, and
creating a career search strategy. Register at
www.wofford.edu/center/careerservices/workshops/
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
Today's Fitness Schedule! Self-Defense Class
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @ 11:30, Aikido Self-Defense Class @5:00 [for FYI Cultural
Arts credit],Ab-Lab @5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @6:00, Kickbox @6:30, Boot Camp
@7:00! 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
PSA @ the Table
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Outside of Zach's, in front of Java City
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy fellowship with other Wofford students and the Presbyterian
Student Association as we have a Bible Study and dinner. Bring friends! Hope to see you
there.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
History Department Lecture
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Walter LeFeber will give his talk entitled "The 2012 Election and the Ghost of
the American Century." A widely respected historian of the United States, Dr. LaFeber
earned his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin. His first book, The New Empire: An
Interpretation of American Expansion, 1860-1898, won the Turner Prize. This book was
followed by a series of acclaimed books. Among his best-known works are: America,
Russia and the Cold War, The American Age, Inevitable Revolutions: The United States in
Central America, Michael Jordan and the New Global Capitalism, and The Deadly Bet. His
1997 book, The Clash: US-Japanese Relations throughout History, won both the Bancroft
Prize in American History and the Ellis Hawley Prize from the Organization of American
Historians.
Contact: Tim Schmitz
Email: SchmitzTJ@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4551
 
Upcoming Events
White Oak Manor Game Day 
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: White Oak Manor, Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: Twin Towers is hosting a game night at the White Oak Manor elderly home. Come
play various board games and card games that will brighten up their day! We will meet in
front of Campus Life at 1:45 p.m. and carpool over. Email me if you have any further
questions. 
Contact: Line Abdul Rahman
Email: abdulrahmanl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-319-7133
La U y T
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 2:45:00 PM
Location: Andrews Field House
Cost: Free
Details: Join Twin Towers and IFYC for our November La U y T? event! Around fifty first-
grade students from Arcadia Elementary School will be participating in Thanksgiving
activities including a Better Together puzzle, a relay race, and making caramel apples, so it
should be a fun afternoon! Meet outside of the Anna Todd Wofford Center between 2:45 and
3 p.m.
Contact: Evelyn Maris
Email: marises@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-704-3436
Psychology Experiment: Cognitive Memory based on Stimuli
Psychology Experiment: Cognitive Memory based on Stimuli
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 233
Cost: Free
Details: Want to help the psychology majors out on an experiment? Students Katie Ball and
Cody Chesneau are testing how certain stimuli affect cognitive memory. Free Papa Johns
pizza and Jimmy Johns will be provided as well as free drinks. There will even be a door
prize of a $25 dollar Amazon Gift Card given to one random subject! The times available
are either 3 p.m. or 4 p.m. on Friday. Each experiment will last 20 minutes at the most.
Make sure to come to one! Any major or year can attend.
Contact: Cody Chesneau
Email: chesneauce@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-592-7320
It Tastes Good to do Good. 
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 10:00:00 PM
Location: Fraternity Row 
Cost: $1.00
Details: Come out and quench your late night munchies with a warm, freshly made grilled
cheese sandwich! This Friday, Students Helping Honduras will be hosting a Grilled Cheese
Sale at the Row. Sandwiches will be sold for $1. Terrier Bucks are permitted. All proceeds
will go towards raising money to help build schools in Honduras. 
Contact: Anna Henson
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
 
Announcements
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
Details: Dear Organization Leaders and Advisors, Applications for upcoming spring
semester allocations are due by Friday, Nov. 9 at 5 p.m. Applications can be found on the
Financial Affairs Committee webpage under the Campus Union Website. Please email the
completed application to the Treasurer at selvakumars@email.wofford.edu. A member of
your organization must also be present for an interview. Interviews will be held Nov. 14 and
15 from 6-8 p.m. in the student affairs conference room. Please contact the Treasurer to sign
up for a 5 minute interview time slot. 
Contact: Shri Selvakumar
Email: selvakumars@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-226-8273
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship Deadline Extended
Details: Juniors who would like to apply for the prestigious summer Aspen Institute
Internship may do so until Wednesday, Nov. 21. To apply, send a cover letter detailing your
interest in and qualifications for the internship, and a resume, to Scott Cochran, Dean of The
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
http://www.wofford.edu/center/aspeninternship/ for complete details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Tomorrow Is the Last Day to WP
Details: All WP forms for Fall 2012 courses must be submitted to the Registrar's Office by
tomorrow at 5 p.m. Thank you!
Contact: Office of the Registrar
Email: registrar@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4030
Win BIG in the Venture Business Plan Competition
Details: All Wofford students are invited to participate in the Venture Business Plan
Competition. Venture is Wofford's entrepreneurial group. You don't need any special
business knowledge - all you need is an idea for a for-profit, non-profit/civic engagement
organization, or a product. Students may enter as individuals or teams. DEADLINE TO
REGISTER: Sunday, Nov. 11. For details and registration:
wofford.edu/venture/businessplancompetition
Contact: Jeremy Boeh
Email: boehja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4288
Admission Event in Great Oaks Hall Friday Evening
Details: The Office of Admission will host an event for prospective students from 7:30-9
p.m. in the rotunda of Great Oaks Hall. Due to the large number of visitors, students are
encouraged to use other study areas that night.
Contact: Palmer Straughn
Email: straughnpj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4136
Burwell Dining Hall Closed for Dinner Nov. 10
Details: Burwell Dining Hall will be closed for dinner on Saturday, Nov. 10, following the
Wofford v. UTC football game. Please visit Zach's for your meal plan option. Dinner will be
available from 5-6:30 p.m.
Contact: Sam Walker
Email: walker-sam@aramark.com
Telephone/Extension: 4252
Self-Defense Class tonight for FYI Cultural Arts Credit
Details: As part of Campus Safety Week, we are offering an Aikido Self-Defense Class
tonight @5:00, in the Richardson Dance Studio. Freshmen will be permitted to count
attendance as a Cultural Arts credit for "FYI". Class will be taught by our own Dr. Jim
Neighbors, and Dr. Jeremy Henkel. Don't miss this opportunity!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Volunteer with VCOM's Healthy Eating and Active Living Program in Northside
Details: We are looking for 2-3 student volunteers for a public health initiative that will be
starting this Saturday, Nov. 10, from 1:30-6 p.m. centered around promoting healthy eating
and active living. The program will be done in the Northside neighborhood in conjunction
with Church Builders, a local non-profit organization serving the less fortunate, and VCOM.
Volunteers will interact with the children of program participants and will engage them in
nutrition education. 
Contact: Cynthia T Fowler
Email: fowlerct@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4698
"How To" Week: Presentations 
Details: Next week, The Mungo Center will present a series of events aimed at helping you
develop awesome presentation skills. People who know how to effectively present
information are typically the most successful in all walks of life. Presenting skills are
critically important. From job interviews, to pitching an idea at work, to providing
information to boards or volunteer organizations, etc. All of these are presentations of one
kind or another. When you have something important to say, effective presentations skills
ensure others will pay attention. For more information and a list of all the events in the
series, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl. 
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Relay for Life Info Meeting/Letter Writing Campaign
Details: Want to learn more about how you can get involved in Relay for Life? Come
tonight prepared with addresses as we complete our letter writing campaign in Olin Theater
at 7 p.m. 
Contact: James Detter
Email: detterjr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-692-9846
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Wofford Health Care Coverage
Date: November 8, 2012 at 2:41 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:  Wofford College Faculty and Staff
From:  Bernie Dunlap
 
We will schedule an open forum in the near future for further discussion of Wofford’s health care
coverage.  In the meanwhile, for those wishing more information, please check the Wofford
website at http://www.wofford.edu/humanResources/content.aspx?id=25968 or search the site for
“Employee Medical Plan, PAI Links.”  Please note that several factors other than fees can
profoundly affect what we actually pay—such as the threshold for deductibles and the percentage
of a total bill that’s covered by our policy.
 
 
Benjamin Dunlap
President
Wofford
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663
dunlapbb@wofford.edu
864-597-4010
wofford.edu
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Today's Events
La U y T
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 2:45:00 PM
Location: Andrews Field House
Cost: Free
Details: Join Twin Towers and IFYC for our November La U y T event! Around fifty first-
grade students from Arcadia Elementary School will be participating in Thanksgiving
activities including a Better Together puzzle, a relay race, and making caramel apples, so it
should be a fun afternoon! Meet outside of the Anna Todd Wofford Center between 2:45 and
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
Contact: Evelyn Maris
Email: marises@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 864-704-3436
Psychology Experiment: Cognitive Memory based on Stimuli
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 233
Cost: Free
Details: Want to help the psychology majors out on an experiment? Students Katie Ball and
Cody Chesneau are testing how certain stimuli affect cognitive memory. Free Papa Johns
pizza and Jimmy Johns will be provided as well as free drinks. There will even be a door
prize of a $25 dollar Amazon Gift Card given to one random subject! The times available
are either 3 p.m. or 4 p.m. on Friday. Each experiment will last 20 minutes at the most.
Make sure to come to one! Any major or year can attend.
Contact: Cody Chesneau
Email: chesneauce@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 678-592-7320
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 4:00, Yoga @ 4:30, Insanity @ 5:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us! The show will run Nov. 8-10 followed by performances Nov. 14 -
17. All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to be a hit, so reserve your tickets
today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
It Tastes Good to do Good 
Date/Time: 11/9/2012 10:00:00 PM
Location: Fraternity Row 
Cost: $1.00
Details: Come out and quench your late night munchies with a warm, freshly made grilled
Details: Come out and quench your late night munchies with a warm, freshly made grilled
cheese sandwich! Students Helping Honduras will be hosting a Grilled Cheese Sale tonight
at the Row. Sandwiches will be sold for $1. Terrier Bucks are permitted. All proceeds will
go towards raising money to help build schools in Honduras. 
Contact: Anna Henson
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
 
Upcoming Events
Chamber Music Concert
Date/Time: 11/12/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Artist Faculty Members of Schwob School of Music in Columbus, Ga. will perform
Brahms Piano Trio #1 in B Major, Op. 8 and Shostakovich Piano Trio No. 2 in e minor.
Contact: Eun-Sun Lee
Email: leees@Wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4596
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Got Talent is a chance for students to showcase their talent in front of
their peers and win up to $300 in cash!! Musicians, poets, dancers, and any other type of
talent is welcome as either single or group performers! Come out and support your friends
from 7 – 9 p.m.! 
Contact: Hattie Weber
Email: webberht@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 214-729-3292
 
Announcements
Flu Clinic Dates
Details: The Wofford Wellness Center will be offering Flu shots on the following date:
TUESDAY: Nov.13 TIME: 8:15 a.m. till 12 noon COST FOR STUDENTS: $15(cash or
check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES NOT ENROLLED IN THE WELLNESS
PROGRAM: $15 (cash or check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES ENROLLED IN THE
WELLNESS PROGRAM: $10 (cash or check ONLY)
Contact: Tonya Foster
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Organization Spring Allocation Applications Due
Details: Dear Organization Leaders and Advisors, Applications for upcoming spring
semester allocations are due today by 5 p.m. Applications can be found on the Financial
Affairs Committee webpage under the Campus Union Website. Please email the completed
application to the Treasurer at selvakumars@email.wofford.edu. A member of your
organization must also be present for an interview. Interviews will be held Nov. 14 and 15
from 6-8 p.m. in the student affairs conference room. Please contact the Treasurer to sign up
for a 5 minute interview time slot. 
Contact: Shri Selvakumar
Email: selvakumars@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 843-226-8273
Last Day to WP
Details: Today is the last day to WP (withdrawal pass) a course for Fall 2012. Please make
sure your form is submitted to the Registrar's Office before 5 p.m.!
Contact: Office of the Registrar
Email: registrar@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4030
Win BIG in the Venture Business Plan Competition
Details: All Wofford students are invited to participate in the Venture Business Plan
Competition. Venture is Wofford's entrepreneurial group. You don't need any special
business knowledge - all you need is an idea for a for-profit, non-profit/civic engagement
organization, or a product. Students may enter as individuals or teams. DEADLINE TO
REGISTER: Sunday, Nov. 11. For details and registration:
wofford.edu/venture/businessplancompetition
Contact: Jeremy Boeh
Email: boehja@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4288
Burwell Dining Hall Closed for Dinner Nov. 10
Details: Burwell Dining Hall will be closed for dinner on Saturday, Nov. 10, following the
Wofford v. UTC football game. Please visit Zach's for your meal plan option. Dinner will be
available from 5-6:30 p.m.
Contact: Sam Walker
Email: walker-sam@aramark.com 
Telephone/Extension: 4252
Volunteer with VCOM's Healthy Eating and Active Living Program in Northside
Details: We are looking for 2-3 student volunteers for a public health initiative that will be
starting this Saturday, Nov. 10 from 1:30-6 p.m. centered around promoting healthy eating
and active living. The program will be done in the Northside neighborhood in conjunction
with Church Builders, a local non-profit organization serving the less fortunate, and VCOM.
Volunteers will interact with the children of program participants and will engage them in
nutrition education. 
nutrition education. 
Contact: Cynthia T Fowler
Email: fowlerct@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4698
"How To" Week: Presentations 
Details: Next week, The Mungo Center will present a series of events aimed at helping you
develop awesome presentation skills. People who know how to effectively present
information are typically the most successful in all walks of life. Presenting skills are
critically important. From job interviews, to pitching an idea at work, to providing
information to boards or volunteer organizations, etc. All of these are presentations of one
kind or another. When you have something important to say, effective presentations skills
ensure others will pay attention. For more information and a list of all the events in the
series, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl. 
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4263
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Reminder about staff sessions with presidential search consultant
Date: November 12, 2012 at 9:00 AM
To:
To:  Members of Wofford Administration and Staff
 
You are reminded of two opportunities today or tomorrow to meet in group sessions with Dr. Tom
Courtice, Search Consultant for Wofford’s Presidential Search.  Please make yourself available for
one of these two opportunities:
 
Today, Monday, November 12, 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm, Room 113, Michael S. Brown Village
Center
                                                                                                OR
Tomorrow, Tuesday, November 13, 3:15 pm – 4:15 pm, McMillan Theater, Campus Life
Building
 
Please take advantage of one of these chances to consult with our consultant!
 
Thanks—
David Beacham
 
David M. Beacham
Senior Vice President for Administration and
Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC  29303-3663
864/597-4206
Cell: 864/809-3248
Fax: 864/597-4018
www.wofford.edu
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Self-Defense Classes to Continue on Tuesdays
 
 
Today's Events
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week - "Plate Scraping" 
Date/Time: 11/12/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Building 
Cost: Free 
Details: IFYC will be kicking off the National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week by
plate scraping today at Burwell. It is an event to raise awareness of how much food we
waste as a campus and to use that number as a "competition" number and raise that many
pounds in food to donate to the community. So feel free to join us in Burwell from 11 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
Contact: Anam Virani 
Contact: Anam Virani 
Email: viraniaj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-205-3419
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/12/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Buns&Thighs
@6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Greek Life Special Olympics Meet and Greet
Date/Time: 11/12/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Game Room in Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: All Panhellenic and IFC members are invited to come out before the first home
basketball game to meet the Special Olympic athletes. All of the money that we raise during
Greek Week goes to support these athletes as they train and compete in the Special
Olympics and we would like to take some time tomorrow to get to know them even better!
Hope to see you all there!
Contact: Sara Shealy
Email: shealyse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-760-5783
Chamber Music Concert
Date/Time: 11/12/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Artist Faculty Members of Schwob School of Music in Columbus, GA, will
perform Brahms Piano Trio #1 in B Major, Op. 8 and Shostakovich Piano Trio No. 2 in e
minor.
Contact: Eun-Sun Lee
Email: leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
 
Upcoming Events
Periodic Table
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 11:45:00 AM
Location: AAAS, Burwell Building
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Chemistry majors and friends of chemistry - come join the faculty for lunch! Just
grab your lunch from your favorite venue and join us in AAAS, downstairs Burwell.
Contact: Tracey Southers
Email: southerstl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
How To: Deliver an Effective Presentation
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center presents a week of events aimed at
helping you develop awesome presentation skills. Tomorrow, Jennifer Dillenger, Director of
Career Services, will discuss how to create and deliver a presentation that informs and
influences your audience. To see all the events, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
French Film and Pizza Social
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115
Cost: Free
Details: Join the French Club for pizza and a movie! 17 Filles is a film based on true events,
this drama tells the story of 17 teenage girls from the same school in small-town France who
get pregnant at the same time, baffling the adults - and the boys - in their lives. RSVP by 3
p.m. Tuesday to either Dr. Schmitz (schmitzcl@wofford.edu) or Jessi Fuller
(fullerjb@email.wofford.edu) to help with food order.
Contact: Dr. Caroline Schmitz
Email: schmitzcl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4512
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to Wofford's Got Talent On Wednesday, Nov. 14, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Support your friends and witness how extraordinarily talented your peers are!
Contact: Hattie Weber
Email: webberht@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 214-729-3292
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us! The show will run Nov. 14 - 17. All performances start at 8 p.m.
sharp! It is sure to be a hit, so reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Thursday night for a FREE practice LSAT!
This event is open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful
study opportunity. Email Anna Henson at hensonam@email.wofford.edu to reserve your
spot for the LSAT. 
Contact: Anna Henson
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
Jingle Bell Jog
Date/Time: 12/1/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Wofford College, Seal of Main Building
Cost: $20 (long-sleeve shirt included)
Details: Join us for the second annual Jingle Bell Jog benefiting the Amanda Riley
Foundation! Dress up in holiday clothes and enjoy the holiday spirit at Wofford College
while helping the Foundation dedicated to helping children during their battle with cancer.
Holiday music and post-race food will be provided. A costume contest will be held after the
races! To learn more about the Foundation visit http://amandarileyfoundation.org/. For any
questions about race the race email egance@email.wofford.edu
Contact: Carly Egan
Email: egance@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 770-344-7046
 
Announcements
Flu Clinic Dates
Details: The Wofford Wellness Center will be offering Flu shots on the following date:
TUESDAY:Nov.13 TIME: 8:15 a.m. till 12 noon COST FOR STUDENTS: $15(cash or
check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES NOT ENROLLED IN THE WELLNESS
PROGRAM: $15 (cash or check ONLY) COST FOR EMPLOYEES ENROLLED IN THE
WELLNESS PROGRAM: $10 (cash or check ONLY)
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Self-Defense Classes to Continue on Tuesdays
Details: Due to the success and importance of our just completed Self-Defense Classes, we
have decided to continue them on Tuesdays @5:00-5:30 for the rest of the semester.
Tomorrow we will offer Tae Kwon DO Self-Defense class in the Richardson Dance Studio
@ 5 p.m. Then on Nov. 27 we will offer Aikido Self-Defense class, and then will combine
the two on Dec. 4 for our last class.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford Dining Services Family Meals for Nov. 15, 2012
Date: November 12, 2012 at 9:12 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To Wofford Faculty and Staff:
 
Please see the attached PDF for the Thursday Night Meal Deal offered by Aramark.
 
Thank You!

From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: LET'S GO. Terrier Hoops Opener Tonight; USC Game Ticket Information
Date: November 12, 2012 at 11:35 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
DO NOT reply to this email. If you have questions please contact
Wofford Athletics.
 
 
 
LET'S GO. Terrier Hoops Opener Tonight; USC Game Ticket Information
 
TERRIER HOOPS TONIGHT AT 7:00!
Head to the Benjamin Johnson Arena tonight at 7:00 pm as the Wofford men’s basketball team
opens the 2012 home slate against Webber International! 
 
As always, the Student Section – “Youngstown” – will have FREE Coca-Cola products and
popcorn for students.   After every 3 pointer this year, “Youngstown” t-shirts are thrown in the
crowd and if the Terriers score 82 or more, Bojangles gift cards will be passed to fans as you exit
following the game.
 
See you at the Benjamin Johnson Arena tonight!
 
STILL NEED A TICKET TO WOFFORD AT USC?
The Wofford Athletic Ticket Office does not have any tickets remaining for Saturday’s game at
South Carolina.  
PLEASE NOTE: Tickets can only be ordered through Gamecock Ticket Office by calling 1-800-
4SC-FANS.
ONLY SINGLE TICKETS remain in the following sections: 
Lower Deck: 11, 13, 14 (end zone)
Upper West:  301, 302, 309
Upper East:  501 – 509
Upper South: 901 - 908
Kick-off is at 1:00 pm and the game is televised on Pay-Per-View only. 
 
Congratulations to the Wofford Football team for securing a Southern Conference
Championship this past Saturday with a thrilling 16-13 overtime win over Chattanooga!
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 13, 2012
Date: November 13, 2012 at 9:04 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 13,
2012
 
Today's Events
Periodic Table
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week -"T-Shirt Making and Food Drive"
Today's Fitness Schedule! Tae Kwon Do Tonight
PSA Tuesday
Diwali: Indian Festival of Lights
How To: Deliver an Effective Presentation
"On Being a Jew in the South" --Rabbi Judith Schindler
James Fund Meeting
Upcoming Events
Wofford's Got Talent
Presentation Skills Working Session
Spectrum Film Night: Outrage
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Free Practice LSAT
Service and Civic Engagement
Excel with Excel Part 1: Cells and Formulas
A Night to Remember: Wofford Semi-Formal
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship deadline is next week
Self-Defense Classes Continue on Tuesdays @5:00
 
 
Today's Events
Periodic Table
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 11:45:00 AM
Location: AAAS, Burwell Building
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: ***TODAY*** Chemistry majors and friends of chemistry - come join the faculty
Details: ***TODAY*** Chemistry majors and friends of chemistry - come join the faculty
for lunch! Just grab your lunch from your favorite venue and join us in AAAS, downstairs
Burwell.
Contact: Tracey Southers
Email: southerstl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week -"T-Shirt Making and Food Drive"
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 4:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main 
Cost: Free
Details: IFYC will be making "Fast Better Together" T-Shirts today at the Seal of Old Main
at 4:30 p.m. We will also kick off the food drive on Wednesday with a goal of collecting 300
pounds of canned food. So look out for bins!
Contact: Anam Virani 
Email: ViraniAJ@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-205-3419
Today's Fitness Schedule! Tae Kwon Do Tonight
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @11:30am, Self-Defense Class [Tae Kwon Do] @5:00,
Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Cardio/Kickbox @6:30, Yoga @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
PSA Tuesday
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Presbyterian Church
Cost: Free
Details: Come to 2nd Presbyterian(across from the main gates of Wofford) and join the
Presbyterian Student Association as we enjoy a warm dinner, Bible Study, and great
fellowship. Hope to see you there.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
Diwali: Indian Festival of Lights
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and join Residence Life and Multicultural Affairs in celebrating India's
Festival of Lights. There will be Indian food, henna, and fun Bollywood music! 
Contact: Sejal Naik
Email: naiksp@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-2223
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-2223
How To: Deliver an Effective Presentation
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center presents a week of events aimed at
helping you develop awesome presentation skills. Tonight, Jennifer Dillenger, Director of
Career Services, will discuss how to create and deliver a presentation that informs and
influences your audience. To see all the events, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
"On Being a Jew in the South" --Rabbi Judith Schindler 
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Southern Jews live in a different environment than Northern Jews. In the North,
there are large self-contained communities in which Jews maintain a cultural identity and in
some localized communities are even a majority. In the South, it is a different climate for
Jews. Their communities are primarily Christian and Jews always are in a minority here. In
this changed context, what does it mean to be a Jew in the South? Rabbi Judith Schindler is
the senior rabbi at Temple Beth El in Charlotte, N.C. She received her bachelor's degree in
clinical psychology from Tufts University, her master's from the Hebrew Union College in
Los Angeles, and was ordained at the Hebrew Union College in New York in 1995.
Schindler has done additional coursework at York University in England, Tel Aviv
University, Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and the Jerusalem campus of the Hebrew
Union College. Schindler envisioned and led the creation of Souls of Our Students, an
award-winning documentary on diversity that is being used in businesses, congregations and
schools throughout Charlotte and at independent schools across the country. She helped to
create Souls of Our Teachers, an award-winning documentary on urban education. A
"Re:ThinkingEducation" Event 
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
James Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 11/13/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: Are you interested in the stock market? The R. Michael James Fund is a student-
run stock portfolio worth over $130,000. Come out and watch members of the Fund present
on different stocks that we may include in our portfolio. This is a great opportunity for
anyone who is interested in investing and making money in the stock market. Meetings
begin at 7 p.m. and will last no more than 2 hours. 
Contact: Sim Harmon
Email: harmonsc@email.wofford.edu
Email: harmonsc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-381-6185
 
Upcoming Events
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to Wofford's Got Talent TOMORROW from 7 to 9 p.m. Support your
friends and witness how extraordinarily talented your peers are!
Contact: Hattie Weber
Email: webberht@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 214-729-3292
Presentation Skills Working Session
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center continues a week of events aimed at
helping you develop awesome presentation skills with a Presentation Skills Working
Session. One of the most popular interview questions is "Tell me about yourself." Learn
how to effectively present yourself during an interview, on an elevator or anytime you meet
someone new. Mungo Center staff will be on hand to teach you effective delivery methods,
videotape your introduction and give you positive, helpful tips on how to improve your
delivery. To see all the events, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Spectrum Film Night: Outrage
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: ****Counts as a Cultural Event**** Spectrum is screening Outrage, a
documentary film discussing the hypocrisy of individuals purported as closeted politicians
who promote anti-gay legislation. Snacks will be provided! After the film, Dr. Sexeny will
moderate a discussion. Also, Hurricane Sandy destroyed a part of the Ali Forney Center,
which is a shelter that provides homes and other services for LGBT teens who are forced to
run away or are kicked out of their homes for being gay. We will be collecting donations at
the film showing to give to Upstate Pride, which is collecting money to send to the shelter.
Any donation is welcome and much appreciated!
Contact: Jonathan Foster
Contact: Jonathan Foster
Email: fosterjk@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-982-1086
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us! The show will run Nov. 14 - 17. All performances start at 8 p.m.
sharp! It is sure to be a hit, so reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Thursday night for a FREE practice LSAT!
This event is open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful
study opportunity. Email Anna Henson at hensonam@email.wofford.edu to reserve your
spot for the LSAT. 
Contact: Anna Henson
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 6:45:00 PM
Location: Olin 115-116
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for this monthly series presented by students and faculty of the Department
of Foreign Languages. Presentations by: Brittany Eberhart - Mission Costa Rica 2012: Pura
Vida; Sadie Hagins - Honduras From the Outside In; Katherine Canning - Teaching English
in Costa Rica. Light refreshments at 6:45 p.m.; Presentations at 7 p.m.
Contact: Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
Excel with Excel Part 1: Cells and Formulas
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 212
Cost: Free
Details: Do you want to have skills that are useful in a competitive job market? Does the
term "absolute cell reference" make you want to run and hide under your bed? Then you
should come to Excel with Excel, a series of classes that will teach you the different skills
should come to Excel with Excel, a series of classes that will teach you the different skills
you will need to know to master Excel. The first class will be held in the Olin 212 computer
lab from 7-8 p.m. on Nov. 15. Also there will be snacks. I know college students can't resist
free food.
Contact: Lykes Claytor
Email: claytorfl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-606-0127
A Night to Remember: Wofford Semi-Formal
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: The First Annual Wofford semi-formal will be on on Friday, Nov. 16, from 8 p.m.
to Midnight and it's free FOR THE ENTIRE CAMPUS! There will be free food and fun to
be had by all in attendance! There will be photography and great music so imagine it's prom,
in college, with a little less formality (ball gown and tux is not expected). Come out and
enjoy a night of fun; it will be a night to remember! Hope to see you there! Oh yea,
remember to invite your friends!
Contact: Shaquana West
Email: westsb@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-5393
 
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship deadline is next week
Details: Juniors who would like to apply for the prestigious summer Aspen Institute
Internship may do so until Wednesday, Nov. 21. To apply, send a cover letter detailing your
interest in and qualifications for the internship, and a resume, to Scott Cochran, Dean of The
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
http://www.wofford.edu/center/aspeninternship/ for complete details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Self-Defense Classes Continue on Tuesdays @5:00
Details: For the rest of the semester, our Self-Defense Classes will continue on Tuesdays
@5:00. The classes will feature the arts of Aikido, and Tae Kwon Do, and will be taught by
our own Dr. Jim Neighbors, and Dr. Jeremy Henkel.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 14, 2012
Date: November 14, 2012 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November
14, 2012
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Schedule
Fast Better Together
Wofford's Got Talent
Presentation Skills Working Session
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Upcoming Events
Guest Speaker, Dr. Chandramallika Basak "Different slopes for different folks:
Effective training strategies, transfer and biomarkers of cognitive training".
Cancer Awareness Video
Teacher Education Student Society (TESS) Meeting
A Lifetime of Public Speaking
Speaking Lab
Excel with Excel Part 1: Cells and Formulas
ZTA's Beauties for Breast Cancer Awareness
Terrier Dynasty Mah Jong Competition
A Night to Remember: Wofford Semi-Formal
Announcements
"The Cup" Round Two
 
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Buns &
Thighs @6:30, Yoga @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Fast Better Together 
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Wofford
Cost: One Meal
Details: IFYC would like to thank all of those who submitted their W numbers and donated
a meal to participate in today's Fast Better Together. For those who would still like to
participate, we will be taking monetary donations. All proceedings from this event will be
donated to Hurricane Sandy Relief. Look out for bins to donate cans starting next week!
Clear out your cabinets before heading out for Thanksgiving Break! Our goal is to raise 600
cans for a local HIV clinic. 
Contact: Anam Virani
Email: viraniaj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-205-3419
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to Wofford's Got Talent TONIGHT from 7 to 9 p.m. Support your friends
and witness how extraordinarily talented your peers are!
Contact: Hattie Weber
Email: webberht@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 214-729-3292
Presentation Skills Working Session
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center continues a week of events aimed at
helping you develop awesome presentation skills with a Presentation Skills Working
Session. One of the most popular interview questions is "Tell me about yourself." Learn
how to effectively present yourself during an interview, on an elevator or anytime you meet
someone new. Mungo Center staff will be on hand to teach you effective delivery methods,
videotape your introduction and give you positive, helpful tips on how to improve your
delivery. To see all the events, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us TONIGHT! All remaining performances will run from tonight
through THIS SATURDAY (Nov. 17!) All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to be
a hit, so reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
 
Upcoming Events
Guest Speaker, Dr. Chandramallika Basak "Different slopes for different folks:
Effective training strategies, transfer and biomarkers of cognitive training". 
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 326
Cost: Free
Details: The Psychology Kingdom is sponsoring a talk by Dr. Basak, Assistant Professor at
University of Texas at Dallas, entitled "Different slopes for different folks: Effective training
strategies, transfer and biomarkers of cognitive training" in RMSC, Room 326 at 11 a.m.
The talk will examine the effects of video game playing and other cognitive exercises on
attention and other processes, as well as the neural correlates of training. All are welcome to
attend.
Contact: Dr. Kara Bopp
Email: boppkl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4645
Cancer Awareness Video 
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Please come be a part of our success initiative project as we film our FINAL scene
of our cancer awareness video. This video will be used to raise awareness and ultimately
donations for cancer research. We are shooting our FINAL scene of the video this Thursday,
Nov. 15, from 11 - 11:30 a.m., on the field of Gibbs Stadium! We will need a large group of
students to be present on the field as we display the words "Fight for Hope" on the jumbo-
tron screen. We are encouraging and asking ALL STUDENTS, whether you have been
affected by cancer or not, to PLEASE come to the football stadium this Thursday at 11 a.m.
Just drop by during your break from classes and be a part of our video. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
Teacher Education Student Society (TESS) Meeting
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Daniel 107
Cost: Free
Details: The Teacher Education Student Society is having a meeting this Thursday at 11
a.m. in Daniel 107. Come if you are interested in hearing about the hiring process for future
teachers. Moes will be served and everyone is welcome! 
Contact: Lea Elizabeth Allen
Email: allenle@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-4130
A Lifetime of Public Speaking
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center's week of events aimed at helping you
develop awesome presentation skills continues with "A Lifetime of Public Speaking," by Joe
Pugh (Class of 1960). Joe will discuss the importance of public speaking skills and how they
can help you succeed professionally and extend your influence in the community. Since
graduating from Wofford, Joe has had more than 500 speaking engagements. He is a
Distinguished Service Award recipient, given by the Wofford College National Alumni
Association in 1990, and is the former president of PC/SE, a personal computer consulting
company in Atlanta. To see all the events, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Speaking Lab
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center concludes its week of events aimed at
helping you develop awesome presentation skills with a speaking lab. Mungo Center staff
will be available to assist you with further work on your introduction (from the Presentation
Skills Workshop) or on any presentation for which you would like assistance. For more
information, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Excel with Excel Part 1: Cells and Formulas
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 212
Cost: Free
Details: Do you want to have skills that are useful in a competitive job market? Does the
Details: Do you want to have skills that are useful in a competitive job market? Does the
term "absolute cell reference" make you want to run and hide under your bed? Then you
should come to Excel with Excel, a series of classes that will teach you the different skills
you will need to know to master Excel. The first class will be held in the Olin 212 computer
lab from 7-8 p.m. on Nov. 15. Also there will be snacks. I know college students can't resist
free food.
Contact: Lykes Claytor
Email: claytorfl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-606-0127
ZTA's Beauties for Breast Cancer Awareness
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Large Classroom
Cost: $10 per ticket
Details: Please join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha for a fashion show to benefit our
philanthropy breast cancer awareness and education. The fashion show will feature clothes
from 2 Doors Down, 3 Sisters Boutique, Couture Closets, Pearson's, Price's, Pink on Main,
and Urbanista. Some stores are offering discounts if you attend the fashion show. Modeling
will be done by PanHellenic women of Wofford College. Parker Freels will be the MC for
the night and there will also be a DJ at the event. Refreshments and desserts will be
provided! Tickets are $10 and can be purchased from any sister of Zeta Tau Alpha! The link
to purchase tickets: http://woffordzta.eventbrite.com/
Contact: Rachel Jones
Email: jonesra1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 407-470-0909
Terrier Dynasty Mah Jong Competition 
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Terrier Dynasty and play the Chinese board game Mah Jong this
Friday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.! No formal experience is involved in playing the game and it's
easy to learn! So come have fun and compete! For the lucky winner there may be a nice
little gift in-store. Hope to see you there and ready to win! Just sign up on the link provided:
https://docs.google.com/a/email.wofford.edu/document/d/1OEwKOJuyguI5us2u642-
1rDX_ggoFc9wjyhErTPRH1g/edit 
Contact: Trey Daly
Email: dalymp@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-431-9549
A Night to Remember: Wofford Semi-Formal
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: The First Annual Wofford semi-formal will be on on Friday, Nov. 16, from 8pm to
Midnight and it's free FOR THE ENTIRE CAMPUS! There will be free food and fun to be
had by all in attendance! There will be photography and great music so imagine it's prom, in
college, with a little less formality (ball gown and tux is not expected). Come out and enjoy
a night of fun; it will be a night to remember! Hope to see you there! Oh yea, remember to
a night of fun; it will be a night to remember! Hope to see you there! Oh yea, remember to
invite your friends!
Contact: Shaquana West
Email: westsb@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-5393
 
Announcements
"The Cup" Round Two
Details: Fierce Green Fire and SI would like to happily announce the second annual sale of
the cup starting this Tuesday. To purchase "the Cup", simply bring your W number with you
to lunch to pay with terrier bucks or cash. There is a limited number so buy while you can.
The benefits of these cups (other than the fact they look super cool) is students and faculty
get free drinks in Burwell, Zach's, Phase V, and all sports events except for football games,
where the drinks are half off. Please help us reduce paper waste on campus by buying and
using "The Cup". Thank you, FGF
Contact: William Corbett
Email: corbettwc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 937-564-7914
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Health Care Forum
Date: November 14, 2012 at 9:22 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:  Wofford College Faculty and Staff
From:  Bernie Dunlap
 
As promised in a previous email, we have scheduled an open forum for further discussion of
Wofford’s health care coverage.   This forum will be held at 4 p.m. on Monday, November 19 in
the McMillan Theater.   Representatives from Benefit Controls, our benefits consulting firm, will
be present.
 
In the meanwhile, for those wishing more information, please check the Wofford website at
http://www.wofford.edu/humanResources/content.aspx?id=25968 or search the site for “Employee
Medical Plan, PAI Links.” 
 
 
Benjamin Dunlap
President
Wofford
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663
dunlapbb@wofford.edu
864-597-4010
 
Transmitted by:
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
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From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 15, 2012
Date: November 15, 2012 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 15,
2012
 
Today's Events
Guest Speaker Dr. Chandramalika Basak, "Different Strokes for Different Folks:
Effective Training Strategies, Transfer and Biomarkers of Cognitive Training"
Cancer Awareness Video
A Lifetime of Public Speaking
Speaking Lab
Today's Fitness Schedule
FREE Practice LSAT
PSA @ the Table
Service and Civic Engagement
ZTA's Beauties for Breast Cancer Awareness
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship Deadline is Next Week
"The Cup" Round Two
Wofford 500 is Today
 
 
Today's Events
Guest Speaker Dr. Chandramalika Basak, "Different Strokes for Different Folks:
Effective Training Strategies, Transfer and Biomarkers of Cognitive Training"
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 326
Cost: Free
Details: The Psychology Kingdom's guest speaker, Dr. Chandramallika Basak earned her
PhD from Syracuse University. She is now with the Center for Vital Longevity. Her research
focuses on how and where in the brain we remember information over a sport period of
time; the interplay between attention and memory; and the effects of cognitive training.
Contact: Dr. Kara Bopp
Email: boppkl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4645
Telephone/Extension: 4645
Cancer Awareness Video 
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gibbs Football Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Please come be a part of our success initiative project as we film our FINAL scene
of our cancer awareness video. This video will be used to raise awareness and ultimately
donations for cancer research. We are shooting our FINAL scene of the video today from 11
- 11:30 a.m. on the field of Gibbs Stadium! We will need a large group of students to be
present on the field as we display the words "Fight for Hope" on the jumbo-tron screen. We
are encouraging and asking ALL STUDENTS, whether you have been affected by cancer or
not, to PLEASE come to the football stadium today at 11 a.m. Just drop by during your
break from classes and be a part of our video. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
A Lifetime of Public Speaking
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center's week of events aimed at helping you
develop awesome presentation skills continues with "A Lifetime of Public Speaking," by Joe
Pugh (Class of 1960). Joe will discuss the importance of public speaking skills and how they
can help you succeed professionally and extend your influence in the community. Since
graduating from Wofford, Joe has had more than 500 speaking engagements. He is a
Distinguished Service Award recipient, given by the Wofford College National Alumni
Association in 1990, and is the former president of PC/SE, a personal computer consulting
company in Atlanta. To see all the events, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Speaking Lab
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: People who know how to effectively present information are typically the most
successful in all walks of life. The Mungo Center concludes its week of events aimed at
helping you develop awesome presentation skills with a speaking lab. Mungo Center staff
will be available to assist you with further work on your introduction (from the Presentation
Skills Workshop) or on any presentation for which you would like assistance. For more
information, visit http://bit.ly/VzSbkl.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: NO Faculty/Staff Only class today, Insanity @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30,
Ab-Lab @6:00, Kickbox @6:30, Boot Camp @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
FREE Practice LSAT 
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society today for a FREE practice LSAT! Email
Anna Henson at hensonam@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone
is welcome!
Contact: Anna Henson
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
PSA @ the Table
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Outside of Zach's, in front of Java City
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association. Feel free
to grab dinner at Zach's during Meal Trade Out. Hope to see you there!
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 6:45:00 PM
Location: Olin 115-116
Cost: 
Details: Join us for this monthly series presented by students and faculty of the Department
of Foreign Languages. Presentations by: Brittany Eberhart - Mission Costa Rica 2012: Pura
Vida; Sadie Hagins - Honduras From the Outside In; Katherine Canning - Teaching English
in Costa Rica. Light refreshments at 6:45 p.m.; Presentations at 7 p.m.
Contact: Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
ZTA's Beauties for Breast Cancer Awareness
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Large Classroom
Cost: $10
Cost: $10
Details: Please join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha for a fashion show to benefit our
philanthropy breast cancer awareness and education. The fashion show will feature clothes
from 2 Doors Down, 3 Sisters Boutique, Couture Closets, Pearson's, Price's, Pink on Main,
and Urbanista. Some stores are offering discounts if you attend the fashion show. Modeling
will be done by PanHellenic women of Wofford College. Parker Freels will be the MC for
the night and there will also be a DJ at the event. Refreshments and desserts will be
provided! Tickets are $10 and can be purchased on the website below or at the door! The
link to purchase tickets: http://woffordzta.eventbrite.com/
Contact: Rachel Jones
Email: jonesra1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 407-470-0909
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/15/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us TONIGHT! All remaining performances will run from tonight
through THIS SATURDAY (Nov. 17!!!) All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to
be a hit, so reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
 
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship Deadline is Next Week
Details: Juniors who would like to apply for the prestigious summer Aspen Institute
Internship may do so until Wednesday, Nov. 21. To apply, send a cover letter detailing your
interest in and qualifications for the internship, and a resume, to Scott Cochran, Dean of The
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
http://www.wofford.edu/center/aspeninternship/ for complete details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
"The Cup" Round Two
Details: Fierce Green Fire and SI would like to happily announce the second annual sale of
the cup starting this Tuesday. To purchase "the Cup", simply bring your W number with you
to lunch to pay with terrier bucks or cash. There is a limited number so buy while you can.
The benefits of these cups (other than the fact they look super cool) is students and faculty
The benefits of these cups (other than the fact they look super cool) is students and faculty
get free drinks in Burwell, Zach's, Phase V, and all sports events except for football games,
where the drinks are half off. Please help us reduce paper waste on campus by buying and
using "The Cup". Thank you, FGF
Contact: William Corbett
Email: corbettwc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 937-564-7914
Wofford 500 is Today 
Details: Wofford has been challenged to secure 500 individual donations in one day. That
day is today! If we do, it will result in a $50,000 gift to the Wofford Annual Fund. Want to
help us reach our goal? Go to www.wofford.edu/wofford500.
Contact: Lisa DeFreitas
Email: DeFreitasLH@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4191
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT: Do you want to join the Wofford 500: Race the Clock?
Date: November 15, 2012 at 9:09 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Trouble viewing this email? View it in a web browser.
 
The Race is On!
If you haven’t already heard about the Wofford 500 you can visit the website to learn
more, but the 411 is this:  We have been challenged to secure 500 individual
donations in a single 24 hour period. Meeting this challenge will result in a $50,000
gift to the Wofford Annual Fund. Several members of the Wofford community (including
students, faculty and staff) have asked if they are eligible to participate in the Wofford
500.  The answer is YES.  
Here is how you can help:
Be one of the 500:
! Visit the Wofford 500 website (it is mobile friendly)
!Scan a QR code on the posters around campus
!Drop off a gift (cash, check or credit/card) in the Development Office
and/or
 
! Encourage your friends, parents, or alumni you know to become one of the 500! -
Share your excitement about the Wofford 500 with others via 
Facebook, Twitter, e-mails or phone calls!
Thanks for expressing an interest in the Wofford 500: Race the Clock. 
 
Lisa DeFreitas ‘88
Director of Annual Giving
Join the cause on social media!
Follow Wofford Alumni on Facebook and
Twitter and help us spread the word! Share our
updates and participate in "500 Reasons We Love
Wofford" for a chance to win a prize! Tell us why
you love Wofford on Facebook here, or tweet
your love for Wofford using #Wofford500 on
your love for Wofford using #Wofford500 on
Twitter. We want the entire campus community to
get involved in what we know will be a record-
breaking day at Wofford! 
Stay Connected!
We’re social! Keep up with the campaign and win awesome prizes by
following us on Twitter and Facebook.
Visit the Giving Website for more information about the Office of
Development at Wofford.
429 N. Church Street | Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303 | 864.597.4000 | Email Us
This message was sent to corbinlh@wofford.edu. To manage your preferences or unsubscribe, please click here.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 16, 2012
Date: November 16, 2012 at 8:41 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 16,
2012
 
Today's Events
Terrier Dynasty Mah Jong Competition
Friday's "Fitness @ 4:00" Schedule
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week - "Ask Big Questions"
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
A Night to Remember: Wofford Semi-Formal
Announcements
Last Day to Buy "The Cup"
 
 
Today's Events
Terrier Dynasty Mah Jong Compeition 
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Terrier Dynasty and play the Chinese board game Mah Jong today
from 3:30 to 5 p.m.! No formal experience is involved in playing the game and it's easy to
learn! So come have fun and compete! For the lucky winner there may be a nice little gift
in-store. Hope to see you there and ready to win! Just sign up on the link provided:
https://docs.google.com/a/email.wofford.edu/document/d/1OEwKOJuyguI5us2u642-
1rDX_ggoFc9wjyhErTPRH1g/edit 
Contact: Trey Daly
Email: dalymp@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-431-9549
Friday's "Fitness @ 4:00" Schedule
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Insanity @5:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week - "Ask Big Questions" 
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free Wings
Details: In honor of National Hunger and Homeless Awareness Week IFYC will be hosting
its very first discussion as a part of a year long series of talks. The theme of the discussion is
"Where Do You Feel at Home" which will encompass our perceptions of what one considers
home and what it should be. So feel free to join us at 6 p.m. in McMillan Theater in the
Campus Life Building. Oh one more thing...FREE WINGS!!! 
Contact: Chris Jones 
Email: jonesrc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-607-1785
Wofford Theatre Presents: The Shadow Box
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 Students, $12 Adults
Details: Michael Cristofer's THE SHADOW BOX, winner of both a Tony Award for Best
Play and a Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama, is a forceful and gripping exploration of the nature
of courage and hope in the face of overwhelming loss. The Washington Post described the
play as "a beautifully realized drama of sensitive perceptions - often as funny as it is
moving." Please join us TONIGHT! All performances start at 8 p.m. sharp! It is sure to be a
hit, so reserve your tickets today! 
Contact: Stephanie Vlandis
Email: vlandissi@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4080
A Night to Remember: Wofford Semi-Formal
Date/Time: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: The First Annual Wofford semi-formal will tonight from 8 p.m. to Midnight and it's
free FOR THE ENTIRE CAMPUS! There will be free food and fun to be had by all in
attendance! There will be photography and great music so imagine it's prom, in college, with
a little less formality (ball gown and tux is not expected). Come out and enjoy a night of
fun; it will be a night to remember! Hope to see you there! Oh yea, remember to invite your
friends!
Contact: Shaquana West
Email: westsb@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-5393
 
Announcements
Wofford at USC
Details: The Wofford at USC game will be shown at Hickory Tavern this Saturday for those
not going but looking to catch the game!
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Last Day to Buy "The Cup"
Details: Fierce Green Fire and SI would like to happily announce the second annual sale of
"The Cup." To purchase this Tervis Tumbler, simply bring your W number with you to lunch
to pay with terrier bucks or cash. There is a limited number so buy while you can. The
benefits of these cups (other than the fact they look super cool) is students and faculty get
free drinks in Burwell, Zach's, Phase V, and all sports events except for football games,
where the drinks are half off. Please help us reduce paper waste on campus by buying and
using "The Cup". 
Contact: Jan Patton
Email: pattonje@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-491-1307
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Corbin, Laura H. CorbinLH@wofford.edu
Subject: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Thanksgiving Holiday
Date: November 16, 2012 at 11:00 AM
To:
To:  All Wofford Staff
From:  Bernie Dunlap
 
In recognition of the unstinting diligence of all Wofford employees, we are declaring next
Wednesday, November 21st, to be a holiday for college staff—with the stipulation that
offices must be fully staffed and functioning until 5:00 pm on Tuesday.  If any offices must
remain open on Wednesday, employees who work on that day will be entitled to an
additional day of vacation leave.
 
Benjamin Dunlap
President
Wofford
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663
dunlapbb@wofford.edu
864-597-4010
wofford.edu
 
Transmitted by:
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Cell: 864-809-8963
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
wofford.edu
Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 19, 2012
Date: November 19, 2012 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 19,
2012
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Schedule
Upcoming Events
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship deadline is Wednesday
Writing Center Closing for Thanksgiving Break
Writing Center Closing Information for Thanksgiving Break
Science Internships
Poker Night
 
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/19/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Buns &
Thighs @6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
 
Upcoming Events
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Date/Time: 12/3/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Writing Center
Cost: Free
Details: Come by the Writing Center and have a doughnut and coffee! Visit and ask
questions, get a paper revised, or work on a writing assignment! All are welcome.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
 
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship deadline is Wednesday
Details: Juniors who would like to apply for the prestigious summer Aspen Institute
Internship may do so until Wednesday, Nov. 21. To apply, send a cover letter detailing your
interest in and qualifications for the internship, and a resume, to Scott Cochran, Dean of The
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
http://www.wofford.edu/center/aspeninternship/ for complete details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Library Schedule for the Thanksgiving Holidays
Details: Library Schedule for the Thanksgiving Holiday: Tuesday Nov. 20: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
Wednesday - Saturday, Nov. 21 - 24 CLOSED; Sunday, Nov. 25: 6 p.m. - Midnight. 
Contact: Paul Jones
Email: jonesjp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4301
Writing Center Closing Information for Thanksgiving Break
Details: The Writing Center will be open Tuesday, Nov. 20, from 1-4 p.m., but will be
closed for the evening shift. We will reopen Sunday, Nov. 25, from 7-10 p.m. Have a great
Thanksgiving holiday.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Science Internships
Details: The S.C. Space Grant Consortium (SCSGC) offers several funding opportunities
for student internships, including Undergraduate Student Research Fellowship to do
research with a faculty member at Wofford
(http://prosper.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/scholar/undergraduate.html, applications due Dec. 14) and
NASA Student Internship to do research at a NASA lab
(http://prosper.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/scholar/internships.html, due as soon as student submits
(http://prosper.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/scholar/internships.html, due as soon as student submits
application to NASA). Students interested in pursing research at a NASA lab should apply
to the lab and to SCSGC, which provides the funding. If you have any questions, please
contact Dr. Angela Shiflet (shifletab@wofford.edu). 
Contact: Angela Shiflet
Email: shifletab@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4528
Poker Night
Details: Wish you could be in Vegas? Well, your dream is now reality! Come join the Marsh
RAs in the Marsh Lobby tonight at 8 p.m. for a night of poker. The game is Texas hold em
or 5 card draw, the choice is yours. No cash? No worries, candy will be provided as poker
chips. Don't miss out!
Contact: Julisa Muldrow
Email: muldrowjs@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-361-8788
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 20, 2012
Date: November 20, 2012 at 8:47 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 20,
2012
 
Upcoming Events
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship deadline is Wednesday
No Fitness Classes Today
Writing Center Closing Information for Thanksgiving Break
Wofford Football Playoff Information
 
 
Upcoming Events
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Date/Time: 12/3/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Writing Center
Cost: Free
Details: Come by the Writing Center Dec.3-6 during the evening shifts and have a doughnut
and coffee! Visit and ask questions, get a paper revised, or work on a writing assignment!
All are welcome.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
 
Announcements
JUNIORS: Aspen Institute Internship deadline is Wednesday
Details: Juniors who would like to apply for the prestigious summer Aspen Institute
Internship may do so until Wednesday, Nov. 21. To apply, send a cover letter detailing your
interest in and qualifications for the internship, and a resume, to Scott Cochran, Dean of The
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
Mungo Center, at cochranws@wofford.edu. Visit
http://www.wofford.edu/center/aspeninternship/ for complete details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
No Fitness Classes Today
Details: No Fitness Classes today.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Writing Center Closing Information for Thanksgiving Break
Details: The Writing Center will be closed for BOTH sessions today and will reopen
Sunday, Nov. 25, from 7-10 p.m. We apologize for any inconvenience. Have a safe holiday.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Wofford Football Playoff Information
Details: Wofford will host New Hampshire on Saturday, Dec. 1 in the 2nd Round of the
NCAA FCS Playoffs at Gibbs Stadium! Because this is an NCAA Postseason event, there
are no complimentary tickets for Wofford students, faculty or staff. Tickets are on-sale now
by visiting the Wofford Athletic Ticket Office inside the Richardson Building (2nd Floor).
Student tickets are $10 and Faculty/Staff tickets are $25. STUDENTS will also be able to
purchase tickets the week of the game, Nov. 26 ? 30 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Burwell and
Zach's. Tickets may be purchased with cash, check (made to Wofford College) or credit
card. 
Contact: Wofford Athletic Ticket Office
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4090
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.

From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Found iPod
Date: November 20, 2012 at 9:54 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
An iPod was found in Olin lobby.  Please contact Cathy Conner in Olin 102 to claim. 
 
Cathy Conner
Information Technology
Wofford College
429 N. Church St
Spartanburg, SC 29303
864-597-4500
Fax 864-597-4549
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: INVITATION FROM PRESIDENT AND MRS. DUNLAP: Faculty/Staff Holiday Party - Thursday, Dec. 6, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Date: November 20, 2012 at 4:23 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Please RSVP to president@wofford.edu
 
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FW: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 26, 2012
Date: November 26, 2012 at 8:51 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 26,
2012
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Schedule
Upcoming Events
"Follow the Lieder" Classical Music Recital
Give a Latte
Campus-Wide Blood Drive
Jingle Bell Jog
Rave for Relay
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Announcements
Wofford Football Playoff Information
Student Figure Drawing Exhibit, CLB Game Room
Candlelight Carols
Organization Spotlight in the Old Gold and Black
Winter Holidays at the Biltmore House
 
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/26/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @ 5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 5:30, Ab-Lab @ 6:00,
Buns&Thighs @ 6:30!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
 Upcoming Events
"Follow the Lieder" Classical Music Recital
Date/Time: 11/27/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: 
Details: Come celebrate the music of the German-speaking world with the talented student
musicians of Wofford College! "Follow the Lieder" will feature the most beloved works of
well-known composers, such as Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Mozart. Be sure to join
us for this evening of excellent music!
Contact: Emily Conrad
Email: conradec@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-415-6665
Give a Latte 
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building & Burwell
Cost: $1
Details: Receive a FREE coffee voucher to The Coffee Bar in downtown Spartanburg when
you donate $1 to the Annual Fund! Find us during lunchtime (11 a.m. - 1 p.m.) in the
Campus Life Building and Burwell this Wednesday and Thursday to participate! 
Contact: Krista Redding 
Email: jonesjk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4193
Campus-Wide Blood Drive
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: In Front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Missed your chance in October to donate blood? Here is your opportunity! The
class "Case Studies in Human Disease" is partnering with The Blood Connection in
Spartanburg to host ANOTHER blood drive for the fall semester. We will be set up in the
Bloodmobile in front of Old Main from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. this Thursday. If you have an
outstanding parking ticket, giving blood will remove it from the record (and save you $20)!
We will also be giving away coupons to receive free Bruster's ice cream. Come out to
support our local blood banks meet the high need for donations this holiday season!
Contact: Morgan Amick
Email: amickmv@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-348-6269
Jingle Bell Jog
Date/Time: 12/1/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: $20 (long-sleeve shirt included)
Details: 2nd Annual Jingle Bell Jog - Events: 1 Mile Walk/ Run and 5k at 9 a.m.; Holiday
Costumes Strongly Encouraged - Prizes! Registration: visit active.com, keyword: jingle bell
jog; $20 plus an Awesome long sleeve shirt
Contact: Carly Egan
Email: egance@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 770-344-7046
Rave for Relay
Date/Time: 12/1/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: $5
Details: Come dance and rave to raise money for Relay for Life! This Saturday will be our
fall fundraiser for our spring Relay event. A non-alcoholic bar will be available, and all
proceeds will go to the relay. The $5 covers a meal of hamburger or hotdog. 
Contact: James Detter
Email: detterjr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-692-9846
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Date/Time: 12/3/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Writing Center
Cost: Free!
Details: Come by the Writing Center December 3-6 during the evening shifts and have a
doughnut and coffee! Visit and ask questions, get a paper revised, or work on a writing
assignment! All are welcome.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
 
Announcements
Wofford Football Playoff Information
Details: Wofford will host New Hampshire on Saturday, Dec. 1 in the 2nd Round of the
NCAA FCS Playoffs at Gibbs Stadium! Because this is an NCAA Postseason event, there
are no complimentary tickets for Wofford students, faculty or staff. Tickets are on-sale now
by visiting the Wofford Athletic Ticket Office inside the Richardson Building (2nd Floor).
Student tickets are $10 and Faculty/Staff tickets are $25. STUDENTS will also be able to
purchase tickets the week of the game, Nov. 26 – 30, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Burwell and
Zach's. Tickets may be purchased with cash, check (made to Wofford College) or credit
card. 
Contact: Wofford Athletic Ticket Office
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4090
Student Figure Drawing Exhibit, CLB Game Room
Details: Come see drawings by art students in mixed media of the nude. The nude is one of
the most complex and demanding of subjects for artists, tackled ceaselessly across centuries
and cultures. Wofford artists are no exception. Through Nov 30.
Contact: Colleen M. Ballance
Email: ballancecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4082
Candlelight Carols 
Details: Please join Chaplain Robinson & Wofford Choral Groups for a warm and
meaningful Christmas celebration. Candlelight Carols will be on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in
Leonard Auditorium. Lighting of the Menorah following.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Organization Spotlight in the Old Gold and Black
Details: Student Leaders: Would you like your organization or club to be featured in the Old
Gold and Black? Tell the campus community about your organization through our new
spotlight section. Simply write a short article about your organization (no longer than 600
words) and send it, along with a picture, to Leigh Ann Miller (Millerla@email.wofford.edu).
We will publish these in the December issue as well as our issues throughout the spring
semester. Articles will be published on a first come first serve basis. 
Contact: Leigh Ann Miller
Email: Millerla@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 337-322-6009
Winter Holidays at the Biltmore House
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to the Biltmore House THIS SATURDAY, Dec. 1! For
only $20 WAC is providing Bus transportation to, and admission into the Biltmore House to
tour the house and the grounds! (A total savings of $34.) Bus pick up will be at 1 p.m. at the
Seal of Old Main, and after 2.5 to 3 hours on site, the buses will return at approximately
6:30 p.m.! Only 32 Spots are available, so sign up in the Residence Life Office to reserve
your spot!
Contact: Bria Johnson
Email: johnsonbm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-520-5785
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM OLD GOLD AND BLACK: Seeking Faculty/Staff stories
Date: November 26, 2012 at 10:27 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. If you are interested in
this opportunity, PLEASE email Leigh Ann Miller at
millerla@email.wofford.edu.
 
Wofford Faculty and Staff,
 
The Old Gold and Black would like to hear from you in our upcoming spring issues! Each
one of our issues during the spring 2013 semester will have a "Faculty/Staff Stories"
column, and now is your chance to get involved.  If you would like to write an article,
please look below at the available issue dates below and email me
(Millerla@email.wofford.edu) with your top two date choices. Articles should be 500-700
words in length and can cover any topic of your choice. 
 
I appreciate your consideration in helping our publication.
 
Thanks,
Leigh Ann Miller
 
SPRING 2013 
February 26
March 12
March 26 
April 23 
May 7 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Cell: 864-809-8963
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
wofford.edu
Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT NOTICE: Richardson Building closed on Saturday
Date: November 26, 2012 at 2:20 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
RICHARDSON BUILDING CLOSED ON SATURDAY
As part of the rules and regulations outlined for hosting the NCAA Playoff Game this
Saturday, the Richardson Physical Activities Building is CLOSED beginning at 12:00am
Saturday and will re-open at 7:00 pm Saturday.  No students, faculty or staff of Wofford or
VCOM are allowed to use the workout facility during this time.  We apologize for the
inconvenience, but ask for your understanding.  The NCAA mandates that the building that
housing the team locker rooms be completely secure the entire day of the event.
 
Kickoff of this second round NCAA playoff game between Wofford and New Hampshire is
set for 2pm. Tickets for Wofford and VCOM students are $10 with a valid ID and may be
purchased through Friday at the Athletic Administration Office in the Richardson Building
(9a -5p) or at tables located at Zach’s and Burwell (11a – 1p) or at the Cumming Street
Ticket Booth at Gibbs Stadium on Saturday beginning at Noon.  Tickets for faculty/staff and
the general public are $25 and may be purchased by calling 864-597-4090 or stopping by
the Athletic Administration Office in the Richardson Building (9a -5p) through Friday.
 
Thank you,
Wofford College Athletics
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM DAN MATHEWSON AND ANNE RODRICK: Re:Thinking Education Events This Week
Date: November 26, 2012 at 2:20 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. If you have questions or
comments, please email Dan Mathewson at mathewsondb@wofford.edu.
 
Dear Colleagues,
 
If you’ve been within fifteen feet of us at any point over the last month, you’ve no doubt
heard (over and over) that this is a very big week in the Re:Thinking Education schedule!
 Please join us for one or all of the following events:
 
1.    Book Club Discussion of Andrew Delbanco’s College: What It Was, Is, and Should be.
Discussion groups are scheduled for today, tomorrow, and Wednesday at 4pm in the
Papadopoulos Room (the evening discussion groups have been cancelled). If you’ve read
the book or plan to do so in the next couple of days, please join one of the discussion
groups. 
2.    Roundtable Discussion with Andrew Delbanco (Thursday the 29th at 11am in Anna
Todd)
A group of 25 students, faculty, staff, alumni, and trustees have been invited to participate in
a roundtable discussion with Delbanco of his book, College. The general public is invited to
listen in on the conversation. 
3.    Public Talk by Andrew Delbanco (Thursday the 29th at 7pm in Leonard)
Delbanco is a highly sought-after speaker and he’s carved time out of his incredibly busy
schedule because he wants -- really, truly -- to be part of Re:Thinking Education. This is
potentially a big publicity event for us, so we really do need to pack Leonard. If you’re only
able to come to one event this week, please make it this one. Also, please encourage your
students to attend (please please please!).
 
Thanks in advance for your participation,
Dan and Anne
-- 
Dan Mathewson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Religion
Wofford 
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663
mathewsondb@wofford.edu
http://webs.wofford.edu/mathewsondb/
 
 
 
Transmitted by:
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Cell: 864-809-8963
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
wofford.edu
Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 27, 2012
Date: November 27, 2012 at 8:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 27,
2012
 
Today's Events
Room to Read Meeting Today
Today's Fitness Schedule
PSA Tuesday
"Follow the Lieder" Classical Music Recital
Upcoming Events
Candlelight Carols
Info Session: Institute for Professional Development
Work for Luxury Resort Sea Island. Info Session Thursday
Women's History Month Interest Meeting
Announcements
Children's Book Drive
Angel Tree
Richardson Building Closed on Saturday
Burwell Dining Hall Hours for Sat., Dec. 1
Marine Care Packages
 
 
Today's Events
Room to Read Meeting Today
Date/Time: 11/27/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 112
Cost: Free
Details: Come to Room to Read and help plan for the next fundraiser! This will be a quick
meeting so stop by and help us raise money to build libraries!
Contact: Sarah Frantz
Email: frantzsr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-413-6960
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/27/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @11:30am, Aikido Self-Defense Class @5:00, Zumba/Cardio
Funk @5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, CardioKickbox @6:30, No Yoga Class Tonight!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
PSA Tuesday
Date/Time: 11/27/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Presbyterian Church
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy dinner and exam communion with the Presbyterian Student
Association as the Spartanburg colleges prepare for finals! We hope to see you there.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
"Follow the Lieder" Classical Music Recital
Date/Time: 11/27/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 
Details: Come celebrate the music of the German-speaking world with the talented student
musicians of Wofford College! "Follow the Lieder" will feature the most beloved works of
well-known composers, such as Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Mozart. Be sure to join
us for this evening of excellent music!
Contact: Emily Conrad
Email: conradec@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-415-6665
 
Upcoming Events
Candlelight Carols
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Please join Chaplain Robinson & Wofford Choral Groups for a warm and
meaningful Christmas celebration. Candlelight Carols will be on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in
Leonard Auditorium. Lighting of the Menorah following.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Info Session: Institute for Professional Development
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Mungo Center, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Learn the professional skills and behaviors that will help you succeed NOW and in
life after Wofford by participating in the summer 2013 Institute for Professional
Development. Join Jeremy Boeh '13, history major and 2012 Institute graduate, for an
information session. Hear from other Institute grads about what they learned and how it's
helped them personally and in their career/grad school pursuits. For more information about
the Institute, visit wofford.edu/center/institute.
Contact: Jeremy Boeh
Email: boehja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
Work for Luxury Resort Sea Island. Info Session Thursday
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building- in front of Zachs
Cost: Free
Details: Do you want to work for the luxury resort Sea Island? Representatives will be on
campus this Thursday to meet students and provide information for upcoming job
opportunities as Junior Staff. 
Contact: Erin Emory
Email: emoryeb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Women's History Month Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 12:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Global & Community Engagement (Snyder House Annex)
Cost: Free
Details: If you're interested in helping with Women's History Month events, come to this
meeting! We already have a lineup of events and are now looking for support from students.
Come join us for a brief meeting and a few slices of pizza! Email if you have any questions.
Contact: Sarah Hager
Email: hagersk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4405
 
Announcements
Children's Book Drive
Details: Twin Towers is collecting old children's books for "Belle's Bookstore," one of the
Disney World Day tents. We will bring children from local non-profit organizations to
campus in the spring for Disney World Day, and the children will be allowed to pick their
campus in the spring for Disney World Day, and the children will be allowed to pick their
own books at the Belle's Bookstore tent. There will be bins around campus until Dec. 7 for
you to place your old children's books. 
Contact: Kulsoom Haq
Email: haqkj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-431-9810
Angel Tree
Details: Spread the Christmas joy by sponsoring a child this year! Since Christmas is
rapidly approaching, Twin Towers has partnered with Angel Tree, an organization that
provides Christmas presents to children whose parents are incarcerated. The Angel Tree is
now up in the Campus Life Building. Please stop by and pick a child to buy a Christmas
present. If you'd rather do a cash or present donation without picking a name, please bring
those to Abbey Bedenbaugh in Campus Ministries or to Meggan Deveaux, CPO 783. 
Contact: Meggan Deveaux
Email: deveauxmm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-697-6832
Richardson Building Closed on Saturday
Details: As part of the rules and regulations outlined for hosting the NCAA Playoff Game
this Saturday, the Richardson Physical Activities Building is CLOSED beginning at 12 a.m.
Saturday and will re-open at 7 p.m Saturday. No students, faculty or staff of Wofford or
VCOM are allowed to use the workout facility during this time. We apologize for the
inconvenience, but ask for your understanding. The NCAA mandates that the building that
housing the team locker rooms be completely secure the entire day of the event. Kickoff of
this second round NCAA playoff game between Wofford and New Hampshire is set for 2
p.m. Tickets for Wofford and VCOM students are $10 with a valid ID and may be purchased
through Friday at the Athletic Administration Office in the Richardson Building (9 a.m. - 5
p.m.) or at tables located at Zach's and Burwell (11 a.m. ? 1 p.m.) or at the Cumming Street
Ticket Booth at Gibbs Stadium on Saturday beginning at Noon. Tickets for faculty/staff and
the general public are $25 and may be purchased by calling 864-597-4090 or stopping by
the Athletic Administration Office in the Richardson Building (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.) through
Friday. 
Contact: Wofford Athletics
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4090
Burwell Dining Hall Hours for Sat., Dec. 1
Details: Burwell Dining Hall will close on Saturday, Dec. 1, after Brunch at 1:30 p.m.
Dinner will be served in Zach's from 5-6:30 p.m.
Contact: Sam Walker
Email: walker-sam@aramark.com
Telephone/Extension: 4252
Marine Care Packages
Details: Tri Delta will be in Burwell taking donations to send to Marines in Afghanistan.
Donations can be in the form of recent magazines, individually wrapped beef jerky,
individually packaged powdered drinks, mints, candy, or cash donations. Help us show them
individually packaged powdered drinks, mints, candy, or cash donations. Help us show them
we are Thankful for them during this holiday season. 
Contact: Shelly Strickland
Email: stricklandml@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-251-5188
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Thursday Dining Services
Date: November 27, 2012 at 9:29 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford Dining Services
Thursday Night Meals
November 29, 2012
Cajun Pork w/Bigarade Sauce
Black Beans w/Cumin
Brown Rice
Dinner Rolls
Cookies
Serves 4 People
$20.00
Orders must be placed by 5pm Wednesday, November 28, 2012
Pick up and pay Thursday
4:00 – 4:45pm Burwell Kitchen
Cash or Credit Card Only.
No Checks Please.
Call 597-4252 or email:
walker-sam@aramark.com

From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Faculty/Staff Appreciation Day at Ben Wofford Books
Date: November 28, 2012 at 8:28 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To: All Wofford Faculty and Staff
Ben Wofford Books would like to invite all Wofford faculty and staff to our annual Faculty/ Staff Appreciation Day. It is this Thursday,
Nov. 29, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. You will receive 20% off all clothing and gifts. There will refreshments and we will be raffling off a
stadium blanket, football gnome, $50.00 gift card to Olive Garden, and a $50.00 gift card to Target. Please stop and let us appreciate
you. You are truly what makes Wofford a wonderful place.
Happy Holidays!
Andy Roush
Roushas@wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 28, 2012
Date: November 28, 2012 at 9:16 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 28,
2012
Today's Events
Give a Latte
Today's Fitness Schedule
Candlelight Carols
INFO SESSION: Institute for Professional Development
Upcoming Events
Work for Luxury Resort Sea Island. Info session Thursday
Andrew Delbanco, Author of College, Roundtable Discussion
Andrew Delbanco Discusses the Liberal Arts
DHOP
Sigma Nu Benefit Concert
Announcements
Science Internships
Lynda Bennett's Retirement Reception
Richardson Building Closed on Saturday
VCOM Visit
Angel Tree
Children's Book Drive
Golf Gear Donation Drive
Chance to be on National TV
 
Today's Events
Give a Latte
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building & Burwell
Cost: $1
Details: Receive a FREE coffee voucher to The Coffee Bar in downtown Spartanburg when you
donate $1 to the Annual Fund! Find us during lunchtime (11 a.m. – 1 p.m.) in Campus Life and
Burwell today and tomorrow to participate! 
Contact: Krista Redding 
Email: jonesjk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4193
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 5:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: General Fitness @5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @5:30, Ab-Lab @6:00, Jillian's Ripped in 30
@6:30, Yoga @7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Candlelight Carols
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Please join Chaplain Robinson & Wofford Choral Groups for a warm and meaningful
Christmas celebration. Candlelight Carols will be TONIGHT at 6 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. Lighting
of the Menorah following.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
INFO SESSION: Institute for Professional Development
Date/Time: 11/28/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Mungo Center, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Learn the professional skills and behaviors that will help you succeed NOW and in life after
Wofford by participating in the summer 2013 Institute for Professional Development. Join Jeremy
Boeh '13, history major and 2012 Institute graduate, for an information session. Hear from other
Institute grads about what they learned and how it's helped them personally and in their career/grad
school pursuits. For more information about the Institute, visit wofford.edu/center/institute.
Contact: Jeremy Boeh
Email: boehja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
Upcoming Events
Work for Luxury Resort Sea Island. Info Session Thursday
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building- in front of Zachs
Cost: Free
Details: Do you want to work for the luxury resort Sea Island? Representatives will be on campus
this Thursday to meet students and provide information for upcoming job opportunities as Junior
Staff. 
Contact: Erin Emory
Email: emoryeb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Andrew Delbanco, author of College, Roundtable Discussion
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Join faculty and students for a discussion with Andrew Delbanco about his book College:
What It Was, Is, and Should Be, the second selection in the Re:Thinking Education Book Club. 
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Andrew Delbanco Discusses the Liberal Arts
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Details: Andrew Delbanco, author of College: What It Was, Is, and Should be, the second selection
in the Re:Thinking Education Book Club, will address how the ideas in his book connect to a school
like Wofford College. All are welcome and encouraged to attend. See the Wofford Re:Thinking
Education website for more information http://www.wofford.edu/rethinkingEducation
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
DHOP
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: $5 in advance, $7 at the door
Details: Tri Delta is hosting their first annual DHOP! Come support Tri Delta in reaching their
national goal of raising $15 Million in 5 years for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital! There will be
music, all-you-can-eat pancakes and even a pancake eating contest! It's from 9-11 p.m. this
Thursday!
Contact: Cayla Eddy
Email: eddyce@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-318-4754
Sigma Nu Benefit Concert
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 9:30:00 PM
Location: Sigma Nu
Cost: $2 or 2 cans of food
Details: The brothers of Sigma Nu are hosting a benefit concert featuring The Barlettas at the
house. Please bring either $2 or 2 cans of food and join us for a night of fun and philanthropy. All
proceeds go to the Spartanburg Food Pantry.
Contact: John Estes
Email: estesjk@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 717-448-7875
Announcements
Science Internships
Details: The S.C. Space Grant Consortium (SCSGC) offers several funding opportunities for student
internships, including Undergraduate Student Research Fellowship to do research with a faculty
member at Wofford (http://prosper.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/scholar/undergraduate.html, applications due
Dec. 14) and NASA Student Internship to do research at a NASA lab
(http://prosper.cofc.edu/~scsgrant/scholar/internships.html, due as soon as student submits
application to NASA). Students interested in pursuing research at a NASA lab should apply to the lab
and to SCSGC, which provides the funding. If you have any questions, please contact Dr. Angela
Shiflet (shifletab@wofford.edu). 
Contact: Angela Shiflet
Email: shifletab@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4528
Lynda Bennett's Retirement Reception
Details: After 35+ years at Wofford College, Lynda Bennett is planning to retire. Many, many on
campus will miss her so the Alumni & Development Office is planning a reception in her honor.
Please mark your calendar to attend and wish her well. Dec. 14, Papadopoulos Room, 3 - 5 p.m.
with a special presentation at 4:15 pm. 
Contact: Debbi Thompson
Email: thompsondn@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4208
Richardson Building Closed on Saturday
Details: As part of the rules and regulations outlined for hosting the NCAA Playoff Game this
Saturday, the Richardson Physical Activities Building is CLOSED beginning at 12 a.m. Saturday and
will re-open at 7 p.m. Saturday. No students, faculty or staff of Wofford or VCOM are allowed to use
the workout facility during this time. We apologize for the inconvenience, but ask for your
understanding. The NCAA mandates that the building that housing the team locker rooms be
completely secure the entire day of the event. Kickoff of this second round NCAA playoff game
between Wofford and New Hampshire is set for 2 p.m. Tickets for Wofford and VCOM students are
$10 with a valid ID and may be purchased through Friday at the Athletic Administration Office in the
Richardson Building (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.) or at tables located at Zach’s and Burwell (11 a.m. – 1 p.m.) or
at the Cumming Street Ticket Booth at Gibbs Stadium on Saturday beginning at Noon. Tickets for
faculty/staff and the general public are $25 and may be purchased by calling 864-597-4090 or
stopping by the Athletic Administration Office in the Richardson Building (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.) through
Friday. 
Contact: Wofford Athletics
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4090
VCOM Visit
Details: Interested in medical school and osteopathic programs? • Current students from VCOM will
give a presentation and answer questions about their school and the admission process. • In RMSC
121 starting at 6:30 p.m., Wed., Nov. 28. 
Contact: John Moeller
Email: MoellerJF@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 8645974627
Angel Tree
Details: Spread the Christmas joy by sponsoring a child this year! Since Christmas is rapidly
approaching, Twin Towers has partnered with Angel Tree, an organization that provides Christmas
presents to children whose parents are incarcerated. The Angel Tree is now up in the Campus Life
Building. Please stop by and pick a child to buy a Christmas present. If you'd rather do a cash or
present donation without picking a name, please bring those to Abbey Bedenbaugh in Campus
Ministries or to Meggan Deveaux, CPO 783. Monetary donations should be in by Dec. 7 at noon and
other gifts should be in by Dec. 12 at noon.
Contact: Meggan Deveaux
Email: deveauxmm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-697-6832
Children's Book Drive
Details: Twin Towers is collecting old children's books for "Belle's Bookstore," one of the Disney
World Day tents. We will bring children from local non-profit organizations to campus in the spring for
Disney World Day, and the children will be allowed to pick their own books at the Belle's Bookstore
tent. There will be bins around campus until Dec. 7 for you to place your old children's books. 
Contact: Kulsoom Haq
Email: haqkj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-431-9810
Golf Gear Donation Drive
Details: As a part of our Wofford College Success Initiative project, William O'Connell and I are
coordinating a golf clinic for underprivileged youth in the Spartanburg area. We are doing this
because we both enjoy golf very much and want to provide these youth with the opportunity to enjoy
it as well. Any clubs can be used, but junior clubs are preferred. Also, any other golf equipment
would be much appreciated (e.g. gloves, tees, balls, etc.) Please contact either William O'Connell or
myself if you have anything you are willing to donate. Thank you very much for your help
Contact: Mason Huss or William O'Connell
Email: hussma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (980) 297-3619
Chance to be on National TV
Details: Be sure to come out to the Men's Basketball game tonight at 7 p.m. because at half time
you could have your chance to be on national TV. A group of students from the Public Relations
class is filming a video to send to the Katie Couric show and we want student involvement. Make
sure you're sitting in the student section at halftime for your chance to be on tv!
Contact: Cayla Eddy
Email: eddyce@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-318-4754
Lost and Found
Lost: A Suntrust Silver Debit card. Mastercard on the lower right hand side. The name
says Raymond C. Jones. If anyone has any information about where it is I would greatly
appreciate it.
Contact: Chris Jones
Email: jonesrc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-607-1785
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: A Very Special Event
Date: November 28, 2012 at 3:53 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
From:  President Dunlap
To:  The Wofford College Community
 
A blue-ribbon event for the college will take place tomorrow evening, November 29th, at
7:00 in Leonard Auditorium when Andrew Delbanco, author of College: What It Was, Is,
and Should Be, is a keynote speaker for our Year of the Liberal Arts.  I urge everyone who
wants to celebrate what Wofford is and why it’s so very special to join us for this important
event.
 
Benjamin Dunlap
President
Wofford
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663
dunlapbb@wofford.edu
864-597-4010
wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 29, 2012
Date: November 29, 2012 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 29,
2012
 
Today's Events
Give a Latte
Andrew Delbanco, Author of College, Roundtable Discussion
English Eats
Today's Fitness Schedule
INFO SESSION: Institute for Professional Development
PSA @ the Table
Andrew Delbanco Discusses the Liberal Arts
Upcoming Events
Christmas Concert
VCOM Health Screening
Rave for Relay
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Announcements
Student Figure Drawing Exhibit, CLB Game Room
Winter Holidays at the Biltmore House
Burwell Dining Hall Hours for Sat., Dec. 1
SOPHOMORE EXPERIENCE: Registration deadline is Dec. 7
Rice Bowl Collection
Andrews Field House Closed at 5 p.m. on Friday evening
Winter Lighting T-Shirts
 
 
Today's Events
Give a Latte 
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building & Burwell
Cost: $1
Cost: $1
Details: Receive a FREE coffee voucher to The Coffee Bar in downtown Spartanburg when
you donate $1 to the Annual Fund! Find us during lunchtime (11 a.m. - 1 p.m.) today in
Campus Life Building and Burwell to participate! 
Contact: Krista Redding 
Email: jonesjk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4193
Andrew Delbanco, Author of College, Roundtable Discussion
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join faculty and students for a discussion with Andrew Delbanco about his book
College: What It Was, Is, and Should Be, the second selection in the Re:Thinking Education
Book Club.
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
English Eats
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 11:45:00 AM
Location: Players' Corner
Cost: Free
Details: We'll be holding a flash feast tomorrow at Players' Corner for the final English Eats
of the semester. Come join us from 11:45 a.m. - 1 p.m. Bring a tray from upstairs or dine Al
Fresco. 
Contact: John M. Ware
Email: warejm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4362
Today's Fitness Schedule
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @ 11:30am, Insanity @ 5:00, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 5:30, Ab-
Lab @ 6:00, Cardio-Kickbox @ 6:30, BootCamp @ 7:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
INFO SESSION: Institute for Professional Development
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Mungo Center, Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: THIS IS THE SECOND OF TWO INFO SESSIONS. Learn the professional skills
and behaviors that will help you succeed NOW and in life after Wofford by participating in
the summer 2013 Institute for Professional Development. Join Jeremy Boeh '13, history
major and 2012 Institute graduate, for an information session. Hear from other Institute
major and 2012 Institute graduate, for an information session. Hear from other Institute
grads about what they learned and how it's helped them personally and in their career/grad
school pursuits. For more information about the Institute, visit wofford.edu/center/institute.
Contact: Jeremy Boeh
Email: boehja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4260
PSA @ the Table
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Outside of Zach's, in front of Java City
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association.
Feel free to grab dinner at Zach's! Hope to see you there.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: NA
Andrew Delbanco Discusses the Liberal Arts
Date/Time: 11/29/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Andrew Delbanco, author of College: What It Was, Is, and Should be, the second
selection in the Re:Thinking Education Book Club, will address how the ideas in his book
connect to a school like Wofford College. All are welcome and encouraged to attend. See
the Wofford Re:Thinking Education website for more information
http://www.wofford.edu/rethinkingEducation
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
 
Upcoming Events
Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Singers will present the Saint Saens Christmas Oratorio Friday evening at
7 p.m., in Leonard Auditorium. The work will be accompanied by organ and harp and will
feature guest artist and Wofford alum, Matias Mariani. The event is free and open to the
public.
Contact: Christi Sellars
Email: sellarscv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4604
VCOM Health Screening
VCOM Health Screening
Date/Time: 12/1/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Upstate Islamic Center, Greer, S.C.
Cost: Free
Details: Islamic Medical Association (IMA) at VCOM are delighted to announce their first
Free Health Screening this coming Saturday at Upstate Islamic Center in Greer. Please take
advantage of this opportunity as you will get FREE FLU SHOTS, PHYSICAL EXAMS,
and more as listed in the attached flyer. Please come out with your friends to inaugurate our
first health fair and promote multiculturalism in health care. Can't wait to see you there.
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Rave for Relay 
Date/Time: 12/1/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: $5
Details: Need one last chance to dance it out before exams but don't want to feel guilty
about not studying? Come out to APO's first annual RAVE FOR RELAY! Cost is $5 per
person and covers a cookout and the rave! The cookout will be from 6-8 p.m., and the rave
will be from 8 p.m. -Midnight! Feel free to drop by whenever you want! We will also have a
NON-alcoholic bar with frozen drinks for purchase, and ALL proceeds go to our Relay for
Life in the Spring. So you're having a blast AND helping raise money to save lives at the
same time! Tickets will be on sale at Zach's and Burwell today and Friday from 11 a.m. - 1
p.m., but you can also purchase your tickets at the door. Feel free to donate anything extra
since all money goes to the American Cancer Society! Hope to see you there! 
Contact: Katelyn Browne
Email: browneke@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-283-8466
Writing Center Meet and Greet
Date/Time: 12/3/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Writing Center
Cost: Free
Details: Come by the Writing Center Dec. 3-6 during the evening shifts and have a
doughnut and coffee! Visit and ask questions, get a paper revised, or work on a writing
assignment! All are welcome.
Contact: Michelle Stinson
Email: stinsontm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
 
Announcements
Student Figure Drawing Exhibit, CLB Game Room
Details: Come see drawings by art students in mixed media of the nude. The nude is one of
Details: Come see drawings by art students in mixed media of the nude. The nude is one of
the most complex and demanding of subjects for artists, tackled ceaselessly across centuries
and cultures. Wofford artists are no exception. Through Nov 30.
Contact: Colleen M. Ballance
Email: ballancecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4082
Winter Holidays at the Biltmore House
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to the Biltmore House THIS SATURDAY, Dec. 1! For
only $20 WAC is providing Bus transportation to, and admission into the Biltmore House to
tour the house and the grounds! (A total savings of $34) Bus pick up will be 1 p.m. at the
Seal of Old Main, and after 2.5 to 3 hours on site, the buses will return at approximately
6:30 p.m.! Only 32 Spots are available, so sign up in the Residence Life Office to reserve
your spot!
Contact: Bria Johnson
Email: johnsonbm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-520-5785
Burwell Dining Hall Hours for Sat., Dec. 1
Details: Burwell Dining Hall will close on Saturday, Dec. 1, after Brunch at 1:30 p.m.
Dinner will be served in Zach's from 5-6:30 p.m.
Contact: Sam Walker
Email: walker-sam@aramark.com
Telephone/Extension: 4252
SOPHOMORE EXPERIENCE: Registration deadline is Dec. 7
Details: The Sophomore Experience is a two-day conference on Jan. 4-5 at which you will
learn to evaluate the next two years of your college education and begin learning
professional skills that will give you an advantage before and after graduation. Registration
closes on DEC. 7! Only 40 more spaces are available now so make sure you get yours! Visit
wofford.edu/center/sophomoreExperience for more information or to register.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Rice Bowl Collection
Details: It is time to turn the Rice Bowls back in. There are collection boxes in Burwell,
Milliken, and Campus Life. The boxes will be out until Dec. 5 (next Wednesday.) Please
turn your rice bowls back in.
Contact: Grace Longanecker
Email: longaneckergm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-697-1129
Andrews Field House Closed at 5 p.m. on Friday evening
Details: The field house will be closed on Friday afternoon at 5 p.m. in preparation for the
NCAA air rifle match to be held there on Saturday morning. It will be open for use again on
Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m.
Contact: Randy Hall
Contact: Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4351
Winter Lighting T-Shirts
Details: If you were not able to buy a Winter Lighting T-shirt go to the Residence Life
office 16 in the Campus life Building! They're $15 for long sleeves!
Contact: Bria Johnson
Email: johnsonbm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-520-5785
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 30, 2012
Date: November 30, 2012 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 30,
2012
 
Today's Events
Women's History Month Interest Meeting
Today's "Fitness @ 4:00" Schedule
Christmas Concert
Sigma Nu Benefit Concert
Upcoming Events
Rave for Relay
Language of Christmas: Musical Traditions around the World
Wofford Chamber Players and Band
The Christmas Shop
Wofford Chamber - Last Meeting of the Semester
Announcements
Wofford Football Playoff Information
Student Figure Drawing Exhibit, CLB Game Room
Burwell Dining Hall Hours for Sat., Dec. 1
SOPHOMORE EXPERIENCE: Registration deadline is Dec. 7
Angel Tree
Yearbook Class Photos - Last Chance this Semester
 
 
Today's Events
Women's History Month Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 12:30:00 PM
Location: CGCE (Snyder House Annex)
Cost: Free
Details: If you're interested in helping with Women's History Month events, come to this
meeting! We already have a lineup of events and are now looking for support from students.
Come join us for a brief meeting and a few slices of pizza! Email if you have any questions.
Contact: Sarah Hager
Contact: Sarah Hager
Email: hagersk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4405
Today's "Fitness @ 4:00" Schedule
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 4:00, Yoga @ 4:30, Insanity @ 5:00!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Singers will present the Saint Saens Christmas Oratorio tonight at 7 p.m.
in Leonard Auditorium. The work will be accompanied by organ and harp and will feature
guest artist and Wofford alum, Matias Mariani. The event is free and open to the public.
Contact: Christi Sellars
Email: sellarscv@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4604
Sigma Nu Benefit Concert
Date/Time: 11/30/2012 9:30:00 PM
Location: Sigma Nu
Cost: $2 or 2 Cans of Food
Details: The brothers of Sigma Nu are hosting a benefit concert featuring The Barlettas at
the house. Please bring either $2 or 2 cans of food and join us for a night of fun and
philanthropy. All proceeds go to the Spartanburg Food Pantry.
Contact: John Estes
Email: estesjk@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 717-448-7875
 
Upcoming Events
Rave for Relay 
Date/Time: 12/1/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: $5
Details: Need one last chance to dance it out before exams but don't want to feel guilty
about not studying? Come out to APO's first annual RAVE FOR RELAY! Cost is $5 per
person and covers a cookout and the rave! The cookout will be from 6-8 p.m., and the rave
will be from 8 p.m. -Midnight! Feel free to drop by whenever you want! We will also have a
NON-alcoholic bar with frozen drinks for purchase, and ALL proceeds go to our Relay for
Life in the Spring. So you're having a blast AND helping raise money to save lives at the
same time! Tickets will be on sale at Zach's and Burwell today from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., but
you can also purchase your tickets at the door. Feel free to donate anything extra since all
money goes to the American Cancer Society! Hope to see you there! 
Contact: Katelyn Browne
Email: browneke@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-283-8466
Language of Christmas: Musical Traditions around the World
Date/Time: 12/2/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Wofford Library
Cost: Free
Details: Come start celebrating the holiday season! Emily Conrad , Class of 2013, (soprano)
and Dr. John Akers (classical guitar) will be presenting a recital, featuring Christmas
musical traditions from around the world. The recital includes songs from Spain, Chile, and
Germany and performed in the Catalan, French, Latin, German, and English languages. We
hope that you are able to join us! 
Contact: Emily Conrad
Email: conradec@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-415-6665
Wofford Chamber Players and Band
Date/Time: 12/3/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Chamber Players and Band will perform selections from Mozart,
Schubert, Sibelius as well as Holiday Selections. The concert will also feature students from
Instrumental Chamber Music Course, Mus302, including Marcus Elliott, piano; Evelyn
Maris, viola; Melissa Gaddy, cello; Sasha Gainens-Tuslow, flute; Justin Buchanan, viola.
Join us!
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: Leees@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
The Christmas Shop
Date/Time: 12/5/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell Building
Cost: 
Details: Visit the AAAS room during lunch and dinner Wednesday, and step into Christmas!
Students Helping Honduras will be selling Christmas crafts and yummy baked goods! Come
treat yourself or browse around for Christmas gifts to give! Cash only. 
Contact: Anna Henson
Email: hensonam@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-496-5258
Wofford Chamber - Last Meeting of the Semester
Wofford Chamber - Last Meeting of the Semester
Date/Time: 12/6/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Chamber is the meeting place for all of Wofford's many organizations
to come together and collaborate on projects, concerns, issues, etc. Please make sure
someone from your organization is present to hear this information. All are welcome to
attend.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
 
Announcements
Wofford Football Playoff Information
Details: Wofford will host New Hampshire on Saturday, Dec. 1 in the 2nd Round of the
NCAA FCS Playoffs at Gibbs Stadium! Because this is an NCAA Postseason event, there
are no complimentary tickets for Wofford students, faculty or staff. Tickets are on-sale now
by visiting the Wofford Athletic Ticket Office inside the Richardson Building (2nd Floor).
Student tickets are $10 and Faculty/Staff tickets are $25. Tickets may be purchased with
cash, check (made to Wofford College) or credit card. 
Contact: Wofford Athletic Ticket Office
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4090
Student Figure Drawing Exhibit, CLB Game Room
Details: Come see drawings by art students in mixed media of the nude. The nude is one of
the most complex and demanding of subjects for artists, tackled ceaselessly across centuries
and cultures. Wofford artists are no exception. Through Nov 30.
Contact: Colleen M. Ballance
Email: ballancecm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4082
Burwell Dining Hall Hours for Sat., Dec. 1
Details: Burwell Dining Hall will close on Saturday, Dec. 1, after Brunch at 1:30 p.m.
Dinner will be served in Zach's from 5-6:30 p.m.
Contact: Sam Walker
Email: walker-sam@aramark.com
Telephone/Extension: 4252
SOPHOMORE EXPERIENCE: Registration deadline is Dec. 7
Details: The Sophomore Experience is a two-day conference on Jan. 4-5 at which you will
learn to evaluate the next two years of your college education and begin learning
professional skills that will give you an advantage before and after graduation. Registration
closes on DECEMBER 7! Only 40 more spaces are available now so make sure you get
closes on DECEMBER 7! Only 40 more spaces are available now so make sure you get
yours! Visit wofford.edu/center/sophomoreExperience for more information or to register.
Contact: Ashley Cantey
Email: canteyaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Angel Tree
Details: Spread the Christmas joy by sponsoring a child this year! Since Christmas is
rapidly approaching, Twin Towers has partnered with Angel Tree, an organization that
provides Christmas presents to children whose parents are incarcerated. The Angel Tree is
now up in the Campus Life Building. Please stop by and pick a child to buy a Christmas
present. If you'd rather do a cash or present donation without picking a name, please bring
those to Abbey Bedenbaugh in Campus Ministries or to Meggan Deveaux, CPO 783.
Monetary donations should be in by Dec. 7 at noon and other gifts (please leave unwrapped)
should be in by Dec. 12 at noon.
Contact: Meggan Deveaux
Email: deveauxmm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-697-6832
Yearbook Class Photos - Last Chance this Semester
Details: Last chance this semester! Stop by and have your photo taken for the Bohemian in
Burwell from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 5. We will also be set up on Thursday,
Dec. 6, from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Campus Life Building. 
Contact: Trenton Brock
Email: brocktr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-384-2675
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-
US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
